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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
SOUTHAM & WARBURTON ALUMINUM 
COMPANY, 
Plaintiff and Appellee, 
vs. 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL 
INC., a Utah Corporation, RAY 
RASMUSSEN, WILLIAM LANE CARD, 
and WILLIAM C. CARD, WILLIAM 
L. GRISWOLD, and ARCHITECTURAL 
SPECIALTIES, INC., 
De fendant/Appel1ant 
Case No. 930514-CA 
Circuit Court 
No. 92-03191 CV 
Priority No. 15 
ADDENDA OF APPELLEE SOUTHAM & WARBURTON ALUMINUM COMPANY 
APPEAL FROM THE SUMMARY JUDGMENT OF THE 
FOURTH CIRCUIT COURT, PROVO DEPARTMENT 
THE HONORABLE E. PATRICK MCGUIRE 
Clark R. Nielsen 
Stephen L. Henriod 
HENRIOD, HENRIOD & NIELSEN 
185 South State, Suite 500 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1538 
Attorneys for Appellants 
William C. and Wm. Lane Card 
and Architectural 
Specialties, Inc. 
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Attorneys for Appellee 
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ADDENDUM A 
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filed July 11, 1989 
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RAY M. HARDING, JR., Bar No. 1363 
HARDING & ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
110 South Main Street 
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062 
Telephone: (801) 785-5350 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
SOUTHAM & WARBURTON ALUMINUM 
COMPANY, a Utah Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, INC., 
a Utah Corporation, RAY 
RASMUSSEN, WILLIAM LANE CARD, and 
WILLIAM C. CARD, 
Defendants. 
DEFAULT CERTIFICATE 
Civil No. CV 89 102 
THE STATE OF UTAH TO THE SAID DEFENDANT, RAY RASMUSSEN: 
In this action the defendant, Ray Rasmussen,- having been 
regularly served with process, and having failed to'appear and 
answer the plaintiff's complaint on file herein., and the time 
allowed by law for answering having expired, the default of said 
defendant, Ray Rasmussen, in the premises is hereby duly entered 
according to law. 
said Court, with the seal thereof 
1989. 
WITNESS the Clerk 
attacne d this _//__~day of 
C/Umuu fa'****"**-
, Clerk 
ADDENDUM B 
AFFIDAVIT OF LESLIE R. SOUTHAM, R. 101 Exhibit 9 
filed January 28, 1992 
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RAY M. HARDING, JR., Bar No. 1363 
JAMES "TUCKER" HANSEN, Bar No. 
HARDING & ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
Attorney for Defendant 
306 West Main Street 
P.O. Box 126 
American Fork, UT 84003 
Telephone: (801) 756-7658 
5711 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OP UTAH 
SOUTHAM & WARBURTON ALUMINUM 
COMPANY, a Utah Corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, INC. 
a Utah Corporation, RAY 
RASMUSSEN; WILLIAM LANE CARD; 
WILLIAM C. CARD, WILLIAM L. 
GRISWOLD; AND ARCHITECTURAL 
SPECIALTIES, INC. a Utah 
Corporation 
Defendants. 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
LESLIE R. SOUTHAM 
Civil No. CV-89-102 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF UTAH 
ss 
) 
Leslie R. Southam, being first duly sworn upon his oath, 
deposes and says: 
1. That I am the Vice President of Southam and Warburton 
Aluminum Company, the Plaintiff in the above entitled matter; and 
that in such capacity, I have personal knowledge of the facts set 
forth in this Affidavit. 
2. Southam and Warburton Aluminum Company provided labor 
and material to Defendant Architectural Sheet Metal Inc. in the 
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amount of $13,855.74 on and between August 14, 1986 and March 12, 
1987. 
3. Defendant Architectural Sheet Metal was billed for 
the above stated amount. 
4. Defendant Architectural Sheet Metal did not, and has 
not at any time, indicated to Plaintiff that the labor and 
material were not satisfactory, nor have the Defendants returned 
any of the materials nor requested that additional work be done. 
5. Defendant Architectural Sheet Metal has failed to pay 
on this matter despite the fact that demand has been made 
therefore. 
DATED this ?0 day of October^? 1991. 
SOUTHAM 
Subscr ibed and sworn . t o . be fo re me t h i s 3d'- day of suDscriDed and s orn t o I 
October, 1991, by dyte^C/{ y£n<M< &**— 
1^~2Vzr7>e£€>K 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
RESIDING IN: 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ADDENDUM C 
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION, ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF ASM, 
R. 101 Exhibit 1 
CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION 
OF 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, INC. 
THE UTAH DIVISION OF CORPORATIONS AND COMMERCIAL CODE, HEREBY CERTIFIES 
THAT DUPLICATE COPIES OF ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION FOR THE INCORPORATION OF 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, INC. 
DULY SIGNED AND VERIFIED PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE UTAH BUSINESS 
CORPORATION ACT, HAVE BEEN RECEIVED IN THIS OFFICE AND ARE FOUND TO CONFORM 
TO LAW. 
ACCORDINGLY, THE DIVISION OF CORPORATIONS AND COMMERCIAL CODE, HEREBY 
ISSUES THIS CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION OF 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, INC. 
AND ATTACHES HERETO A DUPLICATE COPY OF THE ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION. 
121167. 
'PPROVlD by the Divicion ot Corporations 
w<i Commercial Cede of the Utah State 
ARTICLES OP INCORPORATION 
OF 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, II 
WEr THE UNDERSIGNED natural persons of 1 
twenty-one (21) years or more, acting as incorporators of a 
corporation under the Utah Business Corporation Act, adopt the 
following Articles of Incorporation for such corporations 
ARTICLE I, cr 
CORPORATE NAME ^ 
The name of this corporation shall be Architectural Sheet ^~ 
Metal, Inc• ^ 
ARTICLE II. ^J 
DURATION OP CORPORATION 
The corporation: shall have perpetual existence,. 
ARTICLE III. 
CORPORATE PURPOSES 
The general purposes and objects for this corporation shall 
be: 
a* To engage in the manufacture, modification, and 
installation of roofing systems and related sheet metal work in 
furtherance of construction or repair of residential and 
commercial structures. 
b. To engage in the acquisition, purchase, and resale of 
personal or real property. 
c. To do all things legal and proper under the laws of-the 
*i **-* ^ *c 
d~ To do each and every thing necessary, suitable or proper 
for the accomplishment of any of the purposes or the attainment 
of an one or more of the subjects herein enumerated, or which may 
at any time appear conducive to or expedient for the protection 
or benefit of this corporation, and to do said acts as fully and 
to the same extent as natural persons might, or could do, in any 
part of the world as principals, agents, partners, trustees, or 
otherwise, either along or in conjunction with any other person, 
partnership (whether limited or general and whether as limited or 
general partners), association, joint venture or corporation* 
e. The foregoing clauses shall be constructed as both 
objects and powers and shall not be held to limit or restrict in 
any manner the general powers of the corporation, and the 
enjoyment and exercise thereof, as conferred by the laws of the 
State of Utah; and it is the intention that the purposesr objects 
and powers specified in each of the paragraphs of this ARTICLE 
III "Corporate Purposes", of these Articles of Incorporation 
shall be regarded as independent purposes, objects and powers. 
ARTICLE IV. 
SHARES 
The aggregate number of shares which this corporation shall 
have the authority to issue is 50,000 shares, par value of ten 
cents (.10) per share. All stock of the corporation shall be of 
the same class and the corporation shall not be liable to any 
furter call or assessment. Each share or common stock shall be 
entitled to one vote. 
ARTICLE V. 
COMMENCING BUSINESS 
This corporation will not commence business until 
consideration of at least $1,000.00 has been received for the 
issuance of shares. 
ARTICLE VI. 
PREEMPTIVE RIGHTS AND NONCUMULATIVE VOTING 
The authorized and treasury stock of this corporation may 
be issued at such time, upon such terms and conditions, and for 
such consideration as the Board of Directors shall determine. 
Shareholders shall have preemptive rights to acquire unissued 
shares of the stock of this corporation. 
At each election of Directors, every shareholder entitled 
to vote at such election shall have no right to accumulate his 
votes; but rather each shareholder shall have as many votes as 
number of his shares. 
ARTICLE VII. 
BYLAWS 
The Directors shall adopt bylaws which are not inconsistent 
with law or with these Articles for the regulation and management 
of the affairs of the corporation. These bylaws may be amended 
from time to time or repealed, pursuant to law. 
ARTICLE VIII. 
REGISTERED OFFICE AND AGENT 
The address of this corporation's initial registered office 
and the name of its original registered agent at such address is: 
SPAFFORD & SPAFFORD 
A Professional Corporation 
311 South State Street, Suite 380 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
ARTICLE IX, 
DIRECTORS 
The number of Directors constituting the initial Board of 
Directors of this corporation is (3). The names and addresses of 
persons who are to serve as Directors until the first annual 
meeting of stockholders, and until their successors can be 
elected and qualify, are: 
Name 
Todd Jason Wheeler 
Raymond T. Rasmussen 
William C. Card 
Address 
467 East 900 South 
Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062 
311 West Center Street 
Springville, Utah 84663 
3899 East Parkview Drive 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84124 
ARTICLE X, 
INCORPORATORS 
The name and address of each Incorporators are: 
Name 
Todd Jason Wheeler 
n « . . » _ A , * / 3 *P D a c m i K f i A n 
Address 
467 East 900 South 
Pleasant Grove, Utah 84062 
311 West Center Street 
William C. Card 3899 East Parkview Drive 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84124 
DATED this ^ day of June, 1986. 
Todd Jason Wheeler 
Raymond T. Rasmussen ^ 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE 
Oa the /tr day of Junef 1986, personally appeared before me 
Todd Jason Wheeler, Raymond T. Rasmussen and William C. Card who, 
being duly sworn by me, severally declared that they are the 
persons who signed the foregoing instrument as Incorporatorsf and 
that the statements therein contained are true* 
Residing at *f^C /f^C/ 
My Commission Expires: 
; 
7 Zi. 
•" ^ :. / - pit , . ^ 
" • i t ; 
-» i 
ACCEPTANCE OF APPOINTMENT AS REGISTERED AGENT 
FOR ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, INC. 
The firm of SPAFFORD & SPAFFORD, a Professional 
Corporation, hereby accepts appointment as Registered Agent of 
Architectural Sheet Metal, Inc., a Utah Corporation. 
SPAFFORD & SPAFFORD 
A Professional Corporation 
Corporate Secretary 
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ADDENDUM E 
U.S. CORPORATION INCOME TAX RETURN FOR 1986 
R. 101 Exhibit 13 
,„,1120 
Oeoartment of the Treasury 
Internal Revenue Service 
U.S- Corporation Income Tax Return 
For calendar 1986 or tax year beginning S . / . 6 . 1 9 8 * ending 5 Z 3 . 1 . . 
• For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice. sec page 1 of the instructions. 
.19 37 
OMBNo. 15450123 
H§86 
Check if a — 
A Consolidated return j I 
I Personal Holding Co. t i 
C Business Coae No. (See 
the list m the 
instructions) 
5030: 
Use 
IRS 
laoei. 
Other-
wise 
pteast 
print 
or type. 
Name 
A r c h i t e c t u r a l Sheet Metal 
Numoer and street 
350 South 400 East #302 
Gty or town, state, and ZIP code 
Salt Lake City, OT 84111 
t Check box if there nas oeen a change m address from the previous year 
0 Emoioyer Identification 
87-0437107 
£ Date incorporated 
6/16/86 
f Total assets (see Specific instructions) 
Dollars 
S 38 ,095 
01 I 
E I 
o 
u 
c 
I l a Gross receiots or sales . . 4 S 5.x.79.9. b Less returns and allowances Balance • 
• 2 Cosrorgooas soid ana/or operations (Schedule A) j 2 
! 3 Gross oront (line lc less iine 2) 
| 4 Oiviaenas (Scnedule C) 
5 Interest
 m 
6 Gross rents 
7 Gross royalties 
8 CaDitai gain net income (attach separate Scneauie 0 ) 
9 Net gam or (loss) from Form 4797, line 17. Part II (attach Form 4797) 
10 Other income (see instructions—attach schedule) 
11 TOTAL income—Add lines 3 through 10 and enter here • 
| lc 1 
i 2 ! 
: 3 ! 
! « ! 
; s i 
4 8 5 , 7 9 8 1 
4 6 1 , 1 7 8 ! 
2 4 , 6 2 0 1 
I 
6 i 
8 
10 
11 24,620 
VI 
C 
3 
4) 
a 
12 
13a 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
Compensation or officers (Schedule £) 
Salaries and wages bless jobs credit 
Repairs 
Balance 
Sad deots (Schedule F if reserve method is used) 
Rents 
Taxes 
Interest 
Contnbutions (see instructions for 10% limitation) 
Depreciation (attach Form 4562) [ 20 [ 
Less depreciation claimed in Schedule A and elsewhere on return . I 21ai 
12 
13c 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21b 
Depletion 
Advertising 
Pension, profit-sharing, etc., plans 
Employee benefit programs 
Other deductions (attach schedule) 
TOTAL deductions—Add lines 12 through 26 and enter here 
Taxable income before net operating loss deduction and special deductions (line 11 
Less: a Net operating loss deduction (see instructions) | 29a | 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
727 
10,981 
5,958 
1*724 
4 f l r ? 9 f i 
b Special deductions (Schedule C) I 29b 
c 
41 
E 
>» 
(Q 
CL 
T» 
C 
m 
x 
<9 
30 Taxable income (line 28 less line 2 9 c ) . . . . 
31 TOTAL TAX (Schedule J) 
32 Payments: a 1985 overpayment credited to 1986 
b 1986 estimated tax payments 
c Less 1986 refund applied for on Form 4466 . . 
d Tax deposited with Form 7004 
e Creait from regulated investment companies (attach Form 2439) . . 
f Creait for Federal tax on gasoline and special fuels (attach Form 4136) .
 ( ^ 
33 Enter any PENALTY for underpayment of estimated tax—check • LJ if Form 2220 is attached . 
34 TAX DUE—If the total of lines 31 and 33 is larger than line 32. enter AMOUNT OWED . . . . 
35 OVERPAYMENT—If line 32 is larger than the total of lines 31 and 33, enter AMOUNT OVERPAID 
36 Enter amount of line 35 you want: Credited to 1987 estimated tax • | Refunded • 36 
34 j N o n e 
35 
Please 
Sign 
Here 
Unoer oenaities oi perjury. I declare (hat I have examined this return, including accomoartymg scnedutes and statements, ano to tt>9 best ot my Knowledge and 
dcttet. .t is^n>» correct^^mreompiete. Declaration ot preparer (other than taxpayer) is oased on aU intormation ot wmcn preoarer has any knowledge. 
' Signature ot officer \ Date • Title 
V
« » .
V V v ' .V_. 
Paid 
Preparer's 
Use Only 
Preoarer 
signature ••• Oate 
Check 
.» self-
Preparer s social secunty numoer 
Fwm s name (or 
vours. ii SfciiHrmotovedi 
E.I.NO • 
Form 1120 (!?«*> Page 2 
Cost of Goods Sold a n d / o r Operations (See instructions for line 2 . page 1) 
Freight 
1 l ' 
2 ! 
3 ! 
1
 4 1 
5 1 
6 ! 
7 ! 
- 0 -
219 ,802 
2 4 0 , 3 1 1 
7 . 0 6 5 
4 6 1 . 1 7 f l 
- 0 -
- 4 6 1 r 1 7S 
1 Inventory at beginning of year. . 
2 Purchases 
3 Cost of labor 
4 Other costs (attacn schedule). . 
5 Total—Add lines 1 through 4 
6 Inventory at end of year 
7 Cost of goods soid and/or ©Derations—Line 5 less line 6. Enter here and on line 2, page 1 
8a Check ail methods used for valuing closing inventory: N / A 
(0 (H Cost (ii) L ] Lower of cost or market as described in Regulations section 1.471-4 (see instructions) 
(//// H vVmeaown of "suonormai" goods as described in Regulations section i.471-2(c) (see instructions) 
(w) H Other ^Specify -nerhod used and attacn exoianation) • 
b Check •» t*e U^O inventory methoa was adooted this tax year for any goods (if checked, attach Form 970) LJ 
c If the UFO »nventory method was used for this tax year, enter oercentage (or amounts) of | 
Closing inventory computed unaer UFO L?iL 
If you are engaged in manufacturing, did you value your inventor/ using the full absorption method (Regula-
tions section 1.471-11)? U Yes D No 
Was there any change in determining quantities, cost, or valuations between opening and closing inventory? . . . LJ Yes LJ No 
If "Yes/* attach explanation. 
SttHWUltfc Dividends and Special Deductions (See Schedule C instructions) (c) Special deductions: 
muttiory <») X (b) 
1 Domestic corporations subject to section 243(a) deduction (other than debt-
financed stock) 
$ Debt-financed stock of domestic and foreign corporations (section 246A) . . . . 
3 Certain preferred stock of public utilities 
4 Foreign corporations and certain FSCs subject to section 245 deduction . . . . 
5 Whoily-owned foreign suosioianes and FSCs suoject to 100% deduction (sections 245(b) and (c)) . . 
6 Total—Add lines 1 through 5. See instructions for iimitation 
7 Affiliated grouos subject to the 100% deduction (section 243(a)(3)) 
8 Other dividends from foreign corporations not included in lines 4 and 5 
9 Income from controlled foreign coroorations unaer subpart F (attach Forms 5471) . 
10 Foreign dividend gross-up (section 78) 
11 IC-DISC or former OISC aividends not includea in lines 1 and/or 2 (section 246(d)) . 
12 Other dividends 
13 Deduction for dividends paid on certain preferred stock of public utilities (see i n s t r u c t i o n s ) . . . . 
14 Totai dividenos—Add lines 1 througn 12. Enter here and on line 4, page 1 . . . • 
15 Total deductions—Add lines 6. 7, and 13. Enter here and on line 29b. page 1 • 
seHitfutsei Compensation of Officers (See instructions for line 12, page 1) 
Complete Schedule £ only if total receipts (line la. plus lines 4 through 10. of page 1. Form 1120) are $ 150.000 or more. 
(a) Name of officer 
Raymon Rasmussen 
W i l l i a m Card 
W. Lane Card 
Total comoensation of officers—Enter here 
(b) Social security number 
428 94 8110 
529 24 2446 
528 11 0107 
ana on nne 12. page 1 
(e> Percent of 
time devoted to 
business 
100 % 
% 
96 
% 
% 
% 
% 
Percent ol eorooration 
stock owned 
(d) Common | (ej Preferred 
4 9 % 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 
0' ?0 
% 
% | °'o 
% l °0 
(f) Amount of compensation 
1 1 , 8 0 0 
N o n e 
N o n e 
1 1 , 8 0 0 
fri3j^:;n[4jj Bad Debts—Reserve Method (See instructions ror line 15. page 1) 
(a) Year 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
(b) rrade nores ana accounts 
recenraote outstanding at 
end of year 
ii) Saies 
on account 
Amount added to reserve 
(d) Current year s orovisjon ( • ) Recoveries 
(f) Amount cnar ged 
against reserve 
(g) P*zer*e for bad 
deots at end of year 
Form 1120(1936) Page 3 
SEHeHUCt Tax Computation (See instructions) (Fiscal year corporations see page 12 of instructions before completing 
Schedule J) 
1 Check if you are a member of a controiledgroup (see sections 1561 and 1563) • Q 
2a If line i :s checked, see instructions. Enter your portion of each $25,000 taxaoie income bracket amount: 
(i) S (ii) S JM) $ (M S 
bif your tax year includes Juiy 1,1987, see instructions and enter share of tax bracket amounts 
0) 00 
3 Income tax (see instructions to figure the tax; enter this tax or alternative tax, whichever is less). Check 
\i alternative tax is used • Q 
4a Foreign tax creait (attach Form 1118) [ i » J I f f f f 
jj
 0 * ^ w - * * - ^ f f c--e<> I b > - W/MM Possess.ons tax credit (attach Form 5735) j_ii 
c Oronan «:rug credit (attacn Form 6765) . . . , , , 
d Creoit 'or fuel produced from a nonconventionai source (see in-
structions) 
• General ousiness creoit. Enter here and check which forms are f/Mjj/A 
attacnedLJ Form38CO • Form 3468 • Form 5884 yW/E 
• Form 6478 • Form 8007 D Form 6765 D Form 8536 . I e 
5 Total—Add lines 4a througn 4e 
6 Line 3 less line 5 
7 Personal holding company tax (attach Schedule PH (Form 1120) ) 
8 Tax from recomputing prior-year investment credit (attach Form 4255) 
9 Minimum tax on tax preference items (see instructions—attach Form 4626) 
10 Total tax—Add lines 6 through 9. Enter here and on line 3 1 , page 1 
Additional Information (See instruction F) 
H Did the corooration claim a deduction for expenses connected with: 
(1) Entertainment facility (boat, resort, ranch, etc)? . . . . 
(2) Living accommodations (except employees on business)? . . 
(3) Emotovees attending conventions or meetings outside the North 
American area? (See section 274(h).) 
(4 ) Emotovees families at conventions or meetings? . . . . 
If "Yes.' *eie any of these conventions or meetings outside the 
North American area? (See section 274(h).) 
(5) Emoiovee or family vacations not reported on Form W-2? . . 
I ( 1 ) Did the corporation at the end of the tax year own. directly or 
indirectly. 50% or more of the voting stock of a domestic 
corooration? (For rules of attribution, see section 267(c).). . 
If "Yes.' attach a schedule showing: (a) name, iddtess, and 
identifying number; (b) percentage owned: (c) taxable income or 
(loss) te'ore NOL and special deductions (e.g.. If a Form 1120: 
from form 1120. line 23. page 1) of such corporation for the tax 
year enamg with or within your tax year (d) highest amount owed 
by the corooration to such corporation during the year, and (e) 
hi*rw. :mo<jnt owed to the corporation by such corporation 
dur.ng tts vear. 
(2 ) Did :-nv •nawdual. partnership, corporation, estate, or trust at 
the Htn oi 'he tax year own. directly or indirectly, 50% or more 
m the corporation s voting stock? (For rules of attribution, see 
:ct::-j :57(c).) If "Yes." complete (a) through (e) . . . . 
<a> '-.racn <j schedule showing name, address, and identifying 
A r c h i t e c t u r a l S e p c i a l 
YesjNol 
51% 
-iinioer 
!>i :"ter sercentage owned • _ _ 
'.cj Vas the owner of such voting stock a oerson other than a 
J.l rerson? (See instructions.) Note: // "Yes.' (he 
corccrabon nay have to Me form 5472. 
I! "Yes." enter owner s country •
 t 
id) Enter highest amount owed by the corporation to such 
owner during the year • 24-r4-2-2 
(e) Enter highest amount owed to the corporation by such 
owner during the year • . . . N.QOA 
Note: For purposes of 1(1) and 1(2), "highest mount owed*' includes 
loans and accounts receivable/payable. 
J Refer to the list in the instructions and state the principal: 
Business activity • . . $ a . 1 e s . 
Product or service • . . S h . e e t . . M j e t a . l 
K Was the corporation a U.S. sharenoider of any controlled foreign 
corporation? (See sections 951 and 957.) 
If "Yes.'' attach Form 5471 for each sucn corporation. 
L At any time during the tax year, did the corporation have an interest 
in or a signature or other authority over a financial account in a 
foreign country (such as a bank account, securities account, or 
other financial account)? 
(See instruction F and filing requirements for form TD F 90-22.1.) 
If "Yes." enter name of foreign country • 
M Was the corporation the grantor of. or transferor to. a foreign trust 
which existed during the current tax year, whether or not the 
corporation has any beneficial interest in it? 
If "Yes." the corporation may have to file Forms 3520,3520-A, or 926. 
N Duimg this tax year, did the corporation pay dividends (other than 
stock dividends and distributions in exchange for stock) in excess of the 
corporations current and accumulated earnings and proHs? (See 
sections 301 and 316.) 
If "Yes." file Form 5452. if this is a consolidated return, answer 
here for parent corporation and on Form 351. Affiliations Scheduie. 
for each subsidiary. 
0 During this tax year did the corporation maintain any part of its 
accounting/tax records on a computerized system? 
P Check method of accounting: 
(1) • Casn 
(2) £ j | Accrual 
(3 ) LJ Other (specify; • 
Q Check this box if the corporation issued publicly offered debt 
in«trMm«M*» MMIH Arimn^l i*«tM rittrmtflt . . . I I 
rest No 
W///¥'W/ f/M 
v/'///V//////i 
iff 
vm 
B 
mm 
Ixl 
9
"
f//"i'///vA M 
m 
W/iWM 
ADDENDUM F 
LETTER FROM RAY RASMUSSEN TO CHARLES LEBARON ASSOCIATES, 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 12 
TELEPHONE 36CT-T58(? 
tc&itecturttd SAeet TtCetai. %e. 
350 SOUTH 400 EAST SALT LAKE OTYr UTAI+84ttt 
October 23. 1986 
Charles LeSaron Associates 
99 South 70Q East 
American Fork, UT 84003 
ATTENTION: Charles LeSarorr 
As per your mema of October 20* 1S86* our f irst incorporation 
was under Precision: Sheet Metal am£ after stationery* 
invoices* etc.* were printed up the State would net l e t us. 
use the name of Precision Sheet MieteU 
Architectural Sheet Metal is-the same company as Pyecfsfcm 
Sheet Metal *. the difference is im the name: onljf. 
If you have any further questions* please call ^ 
Sincerely* 
Ray (Rasmussen: 
President 
mpc 
ADDENDUM 6 
AFFIDAVIT OF RAY RASMUESSEN, R. 163-157 
filed June 3, 1992 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
4 7 n P*r '•** "J • ft 
.<•;--- ':„'' •'..•'joy 
i V ?rt*5 
W. ANDREW MCCULLOUGH (2170) 
MCCULLOUGH, JONES, & IVINS 
Attorneys for Defendants Rasmussen and Griswold 
930 South State Street, Suite 10 
Orem, Utah 84058 
Telephone: (801) 224-2119 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
OOOOOOO 
SOUTHAM & WARBURTON, ALUMINUM : AFFIDAVIT OF RAY RASMUSSEN 
COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL INC., 
a Utah Corporation, RAY 
RASMUSSEN, WILLIAM LANE CARD, 
and WILLIAM C. CARD, WILLIAM 
L. GRISWOLD, and ARCHITECTURAL 
SPECIALTIES, INC., 
Defendants. 
Civil No. CV-89-102 
oooOooo 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) SS. 
COUNTY OF UTAH ) 
RAY RASMUSSEN, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. That he is a Defendant herein. 
2. That he is a member of Sheet Metal Workers Union Local 
312. 
3. That, prior to 1986, he was hired by William C. Card and 
Todd Wheeler, partners doing business as Precision Sheet Metal, to 
1 
I N O U Q M , JOfMSt 
fttvtow 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
do sheet metal work for that partnership. 
4. That his initial job description also included field 
supervision and management of specific projects, including hiring 
of field workers, but not business management. 
5. That, on or about June 16, 1986, that business was 
incorporated as Architectural Sheet Metal, Inc. 
6. That, upon incorporation, he became part owner of the 
business, along with the former partners. 
7. That the Articles of Incorporation and other legal 
documents pertaining to the formation of the corporation were 
prepared by Spafford & Spafford, who had served as attorneys for 
William C. Card, and who served as initial registered agent for the 
corporation. 
8. That, upon information and belief, he believes that the 
by-laws and papers pertaining to the incorporation meeting were 
prepared by said attorneys. 
9. That the formalities of incorporation occurred in the 
office of Spafford & Spafford. 
10. That, when the corporation was first formed, he served as 
vice president, with Todd Wheeler as president and William C. Card 
as secretary. 
11. That William C. Card retained a majority interest in the 
corporation, being issued 510 shares of stock in said corporation, 
m Ivins 
South Stat* St. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
through his own separate corporation, Architectural Specialties. 
12. That he and Todd Wheeler each were originally issued 245 
shares of stock in the corporation, representing 49%. 
13. That he first served as Vice President of the 
corporation, and then as President of the corporation, being 
responsible for day-to-day working of the corporation. 
14. That Todd Wheeler and William C. Card set up an account 
with Plaintiff, and actually ordered and priced the material which 
is at issue herein. 
15. That William Card retained actual control of the 
corporation, and that all major decisions were made by William C. 
Card or with Mr. Card's approval. 
16. That the Board of Directors did meet regularly, and that 
minutes were kept. 
17. That it was the duty of William C. Card, as secretary of 
the corporation, to keep said minutes, and that he, while having 
seen such minutes, does not possess them. 
18. That Architectural Specialties is a corporation run by 
William C. Card and William L. Card, and that this Defendant never 
had any interest whatsoever in said corporation, and had nothing to 
do with the operations thereof. 
19. That the two corporations did share an office, but did 
not mingle funds, and did not engage in any joint operations. 
Hough, Jon#s, 
fthrtra 
South Stat* St. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
fttvtns 
South Stat* St 
20. That the corporations did share a secretary, the salary 
of whom was paid partly by each corporation; and the two 
corporations shared office expenses. 
21. That Architectural Specialties was in a different 
business, making specialty items including doors, railings, sky 
lights, moldings and windows. 
22. That Architectural Sheet Metal worked with sheet metal, 
such as on roofs, store fronts and facias. 
23. That the operations of the two corporations were 
completely separate, except for the office and secretary sharing 
set forth above. 
24. That he may have occasionally signed for materials being 
sold to Architectural Specialties, simply because he was in the 
office at the time of delivery; but he did not have any authority 
to act as an agent of Architectural Specialties, and did not do so. 
25. That the only payments made to him for which payroll 
taxes were not deducted were reimbursements for expenses; and that 
careful records were made of all payroll expenses, and that he was 
treated as an employee of the corporation for all purposes, 
including tax purposes. 
26. That he did not personally order any of the materials 
allegedly delivered by Southam & Warburton, and that he did not 
indicate at any time, either in writing or orally, that he would be 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
personally responsible for any such orders or the payment of any 
such account. 
27. That, when Todd Wheeler left the corporation, his place 
on the Board of Directors and status as an officer were transferred 
to William L. Card, the son of William C. Card. 
28. That, for a short time, he was transferred the shares of 
Todd Wheeler, thus owning 49% of the corporation, still a minority 
interest. 
29. That he resigned as officer and director of Architectural 
Sheet Metal, Inc. on December 10, 1988, and relinquished his stock 
at that time. 
30. That he has not been associated in any way with 
Architectural Sheet Metal, Inc., William C. Card, or any other 
Defendant in any business relationship since that time. 
31. That William L. Card did not participate in the day-to-
day management of the corporation. 
32. That Mr. Griswold had absolutely no ownership in the 
corporation at any time prior to 1988. 
33. That Mr. Griswold, while having some supervisory duties 
over apprentice sheet metal workers, did not participate in 
management of the corporation whatsoever; and was never made an 
officer or director of the corporation. 
34. That William Griswold was hired by the corporation as a 
itHough, JODM, 
A Mns 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
m tvins 
journeyman sheet metal worker, on a union contract; and that Mr. 
Griswold was likewise a member of the Sheet Metal Workers Union, 
Local 312. 
35. That Mr. Griswold was transferred 245 shares of stock in 
the corporation in 1988, in an effort by the Corporation to give 
him an ownership interest, thus freeing him from some of the 
restrictions in the union contract, and giving the corporation more 
flexibility, and thus saving money. 
DATED this day of Mcuov , 1992. 
kX&gjyx 
Ray Rasmussen, Defendant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 
, 1992. 
29 ~/<h day of 
Notary Pi^l ic 
My commission expires: ^1 d£ - /?9 £ 
Residing ati^^^yOr/ ntjtJ' 
YW* fWi 
NELDA BIRD 
••JrCLThV..;!.'!ST.8X717 j 
£?R:NCV;U.£, UT 64863 
C0ES3. S(P. 5-20-95 
alsc\raraus««n.»ff 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the f day of Qff/Jfi ., 1992 , 
I did mail a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing 
Affidavit of Ray Rasmussen, postage prepaid to Ray M. Harding, Jr., 
Attorney for Plaintiff, P.O. Box 126, American Fork, Utah 84003 and 
R. Steven Chambers, Attorney for Defendants Card and Architectural 
Specialties, 350 South 400 East, Suite 114, Salt Lake City, Utah 
84111. 
KfoQv. CuMJAx. 
ough.JonM. 
I M M 
ADDENDUM H 
DEPOSIT STUBS/ACCOUNTING SHEETS 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 3 
T1562 
DEPOSIT STUB 
DATE OF rnr»r*rr 6/23/86 
ADDED IN AND NEW BALANCE 
BROUGHT FORWARD O N STUB No . 
TOTAL AMOUNT OF DEPOSIT _$_5DiLJJfi_ 
. ,e, ^ AMERICAN SAVINGS ITEM(S) DEPOSITED 
pn. TNvnTEr fflfiim / FACTA PANELS 
ICTM(MV*%4* 
1 5 6 3 
DEPOSIT STUB 
DATE OF DEPOSIT 7/16/86 
ADOED IN AND NEW BALANCE I QIQ 
BROUGHT FORWARD O N STUB M » . 
TOTAL AMOUNT O F DEPOSIT. $5*000.00 
ITEM(S) DEPOSITED 1 CHECK / 
ARfHTTFrTHRAL SPFrTALTTTTS, INC. 
CK# 6930 
15S4 
DEPOSIT STUB 
DATE O F DEPOSIT 8 / 1 / 8 6 
ADDED IN AND NEW BALANCE ,
 n * , 
BROUGHT FORWARD ON STUB N o . _ i ~ z £ . 
TOTAL AMOUNT OF n«>««T $5,000.00 
lTEM(S) nPPO<mrn * CHECK/ 
ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES, INC. 
CK# 6990 
. ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES, INC. m 
350 P r * 409 EAST SUITE 302 
SAL'. .AKECITY. 0T 84111 
frAy FIVE THOUSAND AND 00/100 
nK*y*A. 4 « n » « » H « 
P A Y E E . DETACH THIS STATEMENT BEFORE DEPOSITING 
DATE 
8/1/86 
INVOICE NO. D E S C R I P T I O N 
LOAN TO PRECISION 
ARCHITEdtUt 
AMOUNT I 
I 
i 
! 
! 
i 
1 
1 
i 
; 1 
*AL SPECIALTIES. INC. 
DISCOUNT OR 
DEDUCTION j NET AMOUNT 
$5,000.00 
T1562 
D E P O S I T STUB 
DATE O F nppr.cn- 6 /23 /86 
ADDED IN AND NEW BALANCE 
BROUGHT FORWARD O N STUB N O . _1QJL5__ 
TOTAL AMOUNT O F DEPOSIT _$_5f f iLB£_ 
. ,_. _ AMERICAN SAVINGS 
ITEM(S) DEPOSITED 
Pn. TNuOTCF fflfilM / FACTA PANELS 
LcmmEvft*) 
15S3 
D E P O S I T STUB 
DATE O F DEPOSIT 7 /16 /86 
ADDED IN AND NEW BALANCE I
 n i q 
BROUGHT FORWARD O N STUB N o . _ i r £ L 
TOTAL AMOUNT O F rtEPrtQir $5,000.00 
ITEM(S) DEPOSITED 1 CHECK. / 
ARCHTTFCTIIRAL SPFCTALTTFS, INC. 
CK# 6930 
LCUS(H£Vft«4) 
1564 
D E P O S I T STUB 
DATE O F DEPOSIT 8 / 1 / 8 6 
ADDED IN AND NEW BALANCE , n . ~ 
BROUCHT FORWARD O N STUB N o . _ i * i l £ . 
TOTAL AMOUNT O F nm*m $5,000.00 
lTEM(S) nppfwnrm * CHECK/ 
ARCHITCCTURAL SPECIALTIES, INC. 
CK# 6990 
ic-mawm 
rs+t0i fV««t«M0«4M*'« 
ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES, INO. 
350 SOUTH 400 EASf £U|TE 302 
8ALT LAKE CITY. UT M l 11 
PAY FIVE THQUSANP AND (Ml/lOO r -DOMARS 
7049 
1M 
SILVER KINO BANK 
HfttfOfflot 
». O. Box ttt# 
i CHy, Utah 14060 Hifc 
•7100/1243 
tout M I 
TO 
THE 
ORDER 
OF 
r 
PBECJSJON SHEET METAL W SOUTH !400 EAST ^  
1 
QATfe 
8/11/86 
AMOUNT 
5,000.00 
SUITE 30?, fJ 
L SALT LAKE CITY.iUT 84111 
M'OOTO^ '^' •iAilf3o m q i m oiiooaii* 
»ini**r«mMr**mt« *rmi*t'mmmw*imr*+*l 
i • •': 
P A Y E E : DETACH THIS STATEMENT BEFORE Pf POSITING ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES. INC. 
DATE KWOtCf NO. DESCRIPTION AMOUNT DISCOUNT OR DEDUCTION NET AMOUNT 
8/11/86 Loan to Precision Sheet Metal $5,000.00 
t 
UKJL 
an f^tae-h f £ to i "* - f ^ v ^ 
vJUlvj IHT?U> X 
^ v 
r Pffifri frfilfinfr 
t ii 
n 
^1 
L- Y 
.u;i * • 
» A 1 / H r?/i w, ty?w\&tf) 
( /1 1 A / I 
/ M l /' '.: im^fiaUU^CCA 
' i " ' ^ 
• ^ a . r / f p : 
t 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
n 
18 
17 
> 
19 
20 
21 
3 
Jl 
L i 
^ 
si toH:Offli 
ilup 
4 
\ i 
PJ i m 
Sii 
^4-
in. i/;^ ^>-. fvTii/;^  i im^rn 
1 
_2 n«\rriri H^AWfi 
n i m 
' 1 • 1 / 1 1 £ dd \v.hfir)f:P 
OH ^ 1U£ 
nlT" 
M 
i M ^ 2 4 'JMQ. ' ^ v* \UM) u Hd tn» \f\' f: 
iTtA^h'J" £ ' l f f l /4 lyg^ZZ 
^ 
54 j?rr vrTT^ 
17/il i/v??'- KVip l ^ i l i / 'S 
PnftNwg -Q20i 
-7 bfli try:, 0 • g 1/1^ [1^ 7 %7y?mv 
^g f l i iHL ; CW'^1^ 1 
'TV7!, I.OH^ i \ i )^ ^rirjiffl 
Tfyy^ , ^ « H ^ i R >: , 
29 mi •^ (^  TXV7I bed-?? ^ft^jf1 -nSW 
31, 
r 1! 
33
.[ 
34 
3S 
"v3$ 
> > ; 
ACCOUNTS'PAYABLE - OCTOBER:^ „ 1985 
COMPANY NAME 
Aladdin Industries 
A l l r e d s , Inc . 
AT umax 
Architectural Eng. Prod. 
Architectural Specialties 
Ben-Gar Roofing^ 
BISCO 
Carver Sheet Metal 
Construction Rental 
Corecut Concrete 
Empire Staple 
Gate City Steel 
DATE 
7-17-86 
10-20-86 
10-20-86 
10-20-86 
10-20-86 
10-20-86 
10-27-86 
10-27-86 
JOB 
Engh Hi 
A28728 
A28727 
A28726 
A29662 
A29663 
A30310 
A30311 
10-27-86 
8 22 86 
' 8-26-86 
L.Q-29-00 
9-18-86 
9-25-86 
10-27-86 
8-88-86 
8-13-86 
9-03-86 
9-05-86 
10-23-86 
10-23-86 
10-23-86 
10-23-86 
7-1-86 
10-28-86 
10-28-86-
10-28-86 
8-18-86 
9-10-86 
10-6-86 
8-12-86 
8-28-86 
8-14-86 
-7-18-86-
7-18-86 
7-18-86 
7-29-86 
10-20-86 
10-24-86 
 NAME & INVOICE # 
W. Valley Pump #2632564 
Vanity Fair I2359SA--
Vanity )• a i >• 
fair Vanity 
Vanity Fair 
Shop 
Ai rport 
ii22D00O 
#235000 
#24164 
#24162 
#23714 
9f#4ee-Sapp14es-
Freight/Vincent 
Telephone 
Loans 
Federal Express 
Office Printing 
Mountain Bell 
Rent-Sept,Oct 
Layton Pool 
-#85938 Paid 
#85041 
#85057 
#85058 
#85130 
#85131 
#85134 
#85103 
#2211 
Van. Fair, Jordan, Wells #915 
Ri verton-Wards #1346 
Piano Hinge #1638 
Foothil1 
Foothill 
#9937L 
#107M 
AMOUNT 
$ 2,528.00 
204.25 
258.05 
123.75 
71.48 
209.33 
297.75 
13.09 
1,177.70 
2,270.20 
40,514 40 , 
0,330.1ft 
—705.00 
Vanity Fair #26377 
Intermountain Clinic #4329 
#52341 
Shop 6-64082 
Shop 6-63105 
Shop 6-63108 
Shop 6-62763 
Shop 6-63437 
Vanity Fair 6-67065 
S. Bonneville, W- Jordan 6-67419 
800.00 
201.00 
23,280.00 
7JM2Q.-S0-
24,281.00 
295ri2-
122.60 
273.32 
22,447.27 
14.00 
37.50 
248.97 
700.00 
23,843.66 
315.00 
74.45 
52.40 
5.59 
132.44 
76.50 
30.60 
107.10 
100.55 
75.00 
1,179.88 
665.43 
401.15 
502.89 
532.32 
1,629.13 
426.38 
2,781.06 
6,938.36 
fOR-'SS SO 0 1 LS. 
^! o ^ - ^ ^ j ^ i ^ J ^ - ^ — i \ > a ^ j <o*M \^s>> 
"i-»^^j^SS^!SSiSg^<Ss^ 
*£*<>£> T c f e R ' igfi*nsC> 
i ^ K S 
s^  ^ 
i—i^ jsd. -*OJ 
:,lSs-l\r\~- JS»-&.i^ 
.— KS>IV^ 
'<a> [2^l^>\ 
*£T 
\ 3 \ ics> >a, 'xTy i ^ - 1ST" [y-> _S> iQ? 
"^T 
N^' 
JNJX 
IC~ ICJ\ 
~F:::"i5a^^'^>"'ct.i^> '?=> i<=>'M '^" '^ c J ^ i S ~ ^ i ^ 
<4 
<Q
 xjJS^ ' ^ o , ^ t t r - ^ — i \o T ^ \ 
^ ^ X ^ A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ I ^ 
p? 
M\ 
ACCOUNTS PKfPElB 
AUGUST 1 9 8 7 
COMPANY NAME 
ACE RENTS 
ALLKEDS 
DATE JOB NAME AMOUNT 
AEP 
AR€ffITEGTUIMt SPECIALTIES 
6/24/87 
8/11/87 
8/11/87 
8/24/87 
3/31/87 
6/5/87 
7/15/87 
9/5/87 
3/18/87 
3/19/87 
3/23/87 
3/27/87 
4/10/87 
4/14/87 
4/14/87 
4/21/87 
5/8/87 
5/H/8T 
5/15/87 
5/20/87 
6/4/87 
6/17/87 
6/17/87-
6/17/87 
6/18/87 
6/ ia/aj 
6/Z4W 
7/I3/8T 
7/13/87 
7/14/87 
7/14/87 
7/14/87 
8/1/87 
8/1/87 
8/1/87 
871/87-
8/5/87 
8/7/87 
8/12/87 
8/13/87 
8/17/87 
8/20/87 
A05164: 
27942: 
28487: 
30639: 
24914: 
26137: 
26205: 
85088: 
85377: 
85389: 
85392: 
85410: 
85440: 
85446: 
85444: 
85468: 
85492: 
85495: 
85503: 
85505: 
85534: 
85544: 
85545: 
85548: 
85556: 
85559: 
85570= 
85583: 
85585: 
85591: 
85593: 
85595: 
85598: 
85600: 
35602: 
85605: 
85613: 
85614: 
85619: 
85624: 
85625: 
85629: 
: Hawthorne Elementary 
Maico Rivets 
Maico Rivets 
Galvanized Sheet 
So. Bonneville 
Holy Cross 
Taylorsville 
Loan to ASMT 
Sine! air/Auto-
Tel ephone 
Tel America 
Airport Mtnc. 
Sinclair/Auta 
Mountain BelT 
Medical/Ray 
Tel America 
Office Rent / May 
Group Mettfcal/Ray 
Mountain- BelT 
Tel- America-
Rent/ June 
$ 40.35 
12.37 
50.91 
287.25 
3 370.23 
5,127,75 
3,757.58 
5,823.52 
5 15,136.05 
6,301.36 
249.44 
102.81 
16.20 
2,706.00 
* 335.67 
199.60 
140.75 
15.37 
35O-.0O 
20Z.45 
143.68 
14.45 
350.00 
Loan/Cottonwood: Security 1,126.75 
Auto Expenses/Sinclair 
Mountain BelT 
Medical/Ray 
Desk Calculator-
Tel America 
Loan/IveTT 
Sine!air/Auta 
Medical/Ray 
Berridge Mfg. 
Smalley & Company 
Tel America 
Rent/July 1987 
Airport/Carver 
Mountain Bell 
Rent/August 
A.A. Maycock/Idaho-
Medical /Ray 
Sinclair/Auto 
Mountain BelT/Au?. 
Tal America/Augv 
213.51 
127.82 
202.45 
11.63 
7.42 
700.00* 
250.99 
202.45 
25.99 
88.80 
70.24 
350.00 
180.00 
136.63 
400.00 
120.46 
202.45 
309.72 
131.30 
13.57 
% 15,999.96 
<OP*756-5C 0». 
>_£^w-^ ^ ' r y ^ c x l ^ c x j cy^pxOb^J j—3 jsxjf j c * 3 p ^ 
U^fetel 
;, ; \ i 
la 
IS: 
r^ >C 
i > 
'i^i 
j ! ^ ! 
r-s 
P3 
IC1 
T^S* 
C^ S 
<r 
! I 
i - 1! 
is: 
IS-
~R^ i±JL *— " '•"—A V ^ -T^ X \: : '•• 
^ ^ j ^ ^ « ^ ^ c > : ; v ^ l ^ ^ ! ^ 
. k > : N l ^ j F V ' ^ O l ' S ^ ^ r ^ f T " ^ l ^ ' ^ ' ^ V 
- : ^ ? ^ ^ - J ' ^ > * N - J V e ! ^ C ^ QJc^-Siic? : 
v- H 
!. I' m: 
!! z- !! 
1 * j ; j ; 
AKUUIttlUKAL bUttl ntlAL» int. 
DEPOSITS SEPTEMBER 1987 
" D A T E J 
9/3/87 1 
9/ 3/87 
9/9/8/ J 
9/15/87 
JS__„ _. 
tdtAL DEPOSl] 
t ' . . . . J i , 
it,~ i 
» V ' « 
> 
.ROM: 
OkLAND CONSTRUCTION 
kERBS CONSTRUCTION 
LONG DEMIN6 
ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES, INC. 
• 
— * • - -
r§ .OR SEPTEMBER 1987 - ** 7,160,00 
U 
[-—! r, • , j_
 - c „ | _ 
1 * 
1 , » , * . , . . 
U — — — i,i i. 
1 CHECkf 
29774 
23386 
14462 
9342 
< ____ 
| j 
674,00 
3,500.00 
986,00 
2,000,00 
1 U*« ' 
1 »• 1 1 • • 1 1 1 1 
1 ' f> « 
j V, , 'flf *
 t 1 u 
| LlL""*!! * * 
fe . . 
> W • 
i r __. V ^ * 1 " -
Jf*», 
'*.* 
4 
jy * 
i r . • • 
TOTAL 
DEPOSIT 
i 674,00 
$ 3,500,00 
$ 986,00 
li 2,000.00 
r 
1, . 1 I Ml 
INVOICE PAID 
00092 
00106 
00095 
ToT 
>jf i J 
*
 ,d
* • 
>j ,. ,
 L1 .„ 
\ * * • 
t** 
4,- . 
JOB 
HOLY CROSS PARki 
RIVERPOINT PLAZI 
VALLEY JR. HIGH 
LOAN/PAYROLL 
1 
i 
i . . • ... . 
i 
l 
1 J 
1 i 
1 i ______ 
1 
| _ j • n -i 
DATE 
10/1/87 
FROM: 
UNION POINTE CONSTRUCTION 
10/5/87 j G & W MECHANICAL 
i 
10/8/87 
10/9/87 
1 
10/15/87j 
totAL m 
i . • 
«t i • 
• 
• 
ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES 
kERBS CONSTRUCTION 
816 "D" CONSTRUCTION 
OSltS FOR OCTOBER 19&7* 
**i 19*229.65 
ARCHITECTURAL 5HEE 
DEPOSITS nr.T. 1 
1 
1 
cllEck* 
1545 
2985 
9446 
23656 
12268 
• * J JJ...I. V .,, „ 
_. 
! 
__ i 
T METAL, INC. 
SflZ 
AMOUNt 
1,260.00 1 
140.00 
600.00 1 
3,1606 I 
rT4Tbl9T60"" 
U«; 
• «•• • 
»a ,, , 
| . i^» . 
.. . .! I . 
*»• 
TOTAL 1 
DEPOSIT 
i 1,260.00 
1 140.00 
i 600.00 
71.160.0*1 
$14,079.60 
1 , i 
1
 1 
t • i 
» 
i . i 
i ..„. i_. 
.. i 
1
 ' i -
• '• 
INVOICE PAID 
00103 
00064 j 
-o- • 
00106 
00108 
e 
' ' 
L — , 
. 
> V 
JOB 
TAYL0RSV1LLE/BI 
AIRPORT MTNC. 
LOAN/ASM PAYRO 
R1VERP01NT PLA 
ASSEMBLY OF GO 
I . . . . 
i 
1 
i 
t 
1 ' 
1 „,. . - , 
1 . _ . _ _ _ .. ... • n — 
• ~ ^ t z £ £ & & ^ ^ /afr j & i « k 2 i h a i t f S « £ ^ j & ^ ~' 
eo»M756 50 Q) 
• I >> . t T ' . ! I 
• — . i l - V N "^I^^I^I—l |C5k!'^-\kSi|C^i 
x^J 
! o* 
FORM 758-50 
i—i i i ^ j ^ * JCN^i ^ i ' o ' i T ^ i ^ Q i 
iOPM^u^ i t ^C^ L r\k^k] K> 2s. i O 
!
 i i i 
t . i . i . . U 
t i i 
! I 1
 ' *5N ! ! 
S 
re 
IP-
r^> ^o S > '"^r-rTr- |-^ T ~ 1 k > - ^ cVi<S^ H— ^  <S i«S, .Cb, l._T>>L£> -Sail 
*•£> ;-^-- i g !co-j i ^ > - ^ ^ r •—sV.L-^, i -^S>Ji | 
^ j •• s"; . -s ty , ^ k>J lv>> i^ T V ^ i ^ ^ i 
^ runs<5r 04 < >l>- Vtt ^  ^\ii 
^ 
•O 
-€! 
2 ! 
ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES, I N C 
350 SOUTH 400 EAST SUITE 115 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84111 
174 
PAY TWO THOUSAND QNF HIINHRPTT AM? mr/tnir—nnn ARJT 
T a
r T 
THE AReHITECTURAL SHEET MEEtt^ IK€L 
ORDBC 350 SOUTH- 40GV EAST #115 
OP SALT LAKE CITY ^ .UT 84111 
HI 115Z6 
LTATE 
1/9/83 
SILVESK1NCIAN* 
PARK AVENUE OFFICE 
P.O. BOX 123* 
PARK CITY, UTAH 84060 
97-154/1240 
AMOUNT 
am • H m !••! m.,i*^—i*BmzaaaBBm^mK3mmtm=^BBKwanBmBBwa 
* J W » I C SK3JWTY M M I f t S INC 
P A T E E t OCTACHTWWSTATIMWTBEFOREDEPOSITTNC. J N O . Sail Lake Ctyr Utah 84111 
DATE 
1/9/89 
INVOICE NO. oescRtprroi* 
LOAN / PAYROLL - CHECKING: ACCOUNT 
AMOUNT DISCOUNT OR OEDUCnON NETAMOUN 
$ 2,100 
DATE r 
1/9/89 
1/12/89 
1/13/89 1 
1/17/89 
1/24/89 [ 
TOTAL DEPOSITS | 
FROM: 
ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES, INC. 
HANSEN & RICE 
JACOBSEN CONSTRUCTION 
JACOBSEN CONSTRUCTION 
JACOBSEN CONSTRUCTION 
FOR JANUARY 1989 - *$ 4,711.46 
1 ' 
T" i 
CHECK* 
11526 
1565 
33071 
33120 
33196 
AMOUNT 
$ 2,100.00 
$ 115.00 1 
$ 732.31 
$ 932.ir-
$ 832.00 
1 
l_J 
! 
! 
* 
1 
• 
TOTAL" 
DEPOSIT 
$ 2,100.00 
$ 115.00 
$ 732.31 
$ 9327T5-
$ 832.00 
! 
i 
1 
i 
J 
1 
INVOICE PAID 
M^i"~ 
00203 
ON ACCOUNT 
ON ACCT: 
ON ACCT. 
— 
1 
JOB 
PAYROLL LOAN 
LONGVIEW FIBRI 
U OF U PARKIN( 
U OF U PARKIN( 
j U OF U PARKI. 
r 
4 . . I . . i . • 
i 
i 
! 
ADDENDUM I 
INVOICES 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 4 
A* 
SOUTHAM-WARBURTON ALUMINUM 
450 WMt State 
P I M U M Grove, Utah 84062 20*89 
801 785-3551 
BILL,,^ 
TO YfrrfSi^ 
JOB 
SITE Si\4taeL>^laA 
<mj&tich*\ 
££L 4^ *'xte0\kwhrfjL£o3il>o 
M jAl£t JjsCLcL { zt ?£ 
/6&*6 
rv* 
J t 
i_a is-* 
RUS 
TAX 
TOTAL 
Payment Policy 
Recipient agrees to pay all lawful collection costs including legal ex-
penses and a reasonable attorneys fee plus interest at the rate of 1.5% 
per month if this account is not paid in full within 30 days of the date 
shown above. Further seller makes no warranty of merchantability of 
the goods or of their fitness for any particular purpose. 
Return Policy 
1. Material to be returned in full cartons only and in good saleable condition. 
2. No returns allowed on special order items or on tools. 
3. 15% restocKing charge to aopiy on all returns except when return due to our error. 
4. All matenal to be returned on oreoaid basis. 
5. No returns on discontinued items. 
RECEIVED 8Y 
ft £4 
IWh 1L 
S 
«rour« 
1 r i . i " i i : : ^ i * : *5kS^^*^^."^^.-•. *J>Ti^'VV-T-'#? - i * : * ^ ^ ' ' ^ 
-^a^* j&gaf 
'*£ " *'*~ 
« * z * w » £ ^ i i ^ 
•*<str5Twr*wor«*»'-» — 
SOUTHAM-WAHBURTOM ALUMINUM 
!OmM|.UMftS«0«ar : 
I ARCHrrarnimr SHFPT- iirrai SITE. 
:20SS1 
i-"2£*\_ a- 'r*'-. 
BlfiffJflg 
351? So. 4QQ E. 
SAtT tAKF CtTT. ffT. «&*** 
r.anragfttr 
OATC 
8-19-86 
sotaar 
Les 
CAS** CHfiC*. 
QESOTlFnOW^ -
a.05Ts«: frrM^iaateflaK 
shi ia^«r-y 
Kue seanr covers 
Tee cliog 1 
•^ ^¥tB^rstacft3X^m^^3^^ 
^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ ..., JtmfmtJo?*3P» 
<^mtmtmftm*accwmtt»m*0afc*k**a* 
h»goodaorotmiratn—»foryyp»ttcu<Mr 
UftroPbOqr -"5* a 5* 
£ N»r»tom»aJow«*a»9paci**of<OTittm90*e»toaHc. 
L t5%rtstocfcifl£cftarg»tc»ap0tra»alfc 
t All material to Dcratumaiioi* prepaid' 
L. No return*^* gtsconttauadr 
i**-ir s^rt r*Mrf-cA* IT 
a 5555BK^S5Bg^: ^asur*. *r^r?i»mi<wwtwat; ^ ^ ^ ^ S S ^ 2 ^ ^ S ^ S ^ S ^ ^ ? S ^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ S 2 S ^ 
^^l^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^i^^^^:^^^^M CTfluwr.^;: !&3£C&fe 
-fcjejwBwiiwwiT^iwiiSi.--- _ 
•r c^. x n . 
# ^ : | ^ % 
£HE2£55E5SS3SS522B25E^ 
V 
SOUTHAM-WARBURTON ALUMINUM 
3.LL 
450 W#st Stat 
Pfaasant Grov«. Utatt H 
801 7^5-3551 
rtural Sheet-Metal 
40 W 
,03 
ills Washingtor 
J 6 6 3 
SATE 3010 3Y 
8-19-861Les 
CASH MOS€ ?€TO 
QTY OSSCfllPTION 
xna-
PAID our 
pflrcE AMOUNT 
64 shifts 4?*x17Q* aged bronze 
t 3T.50 2,016 .00 
3,t7& sq. f t ~ 14* coil aged bronze 
* .90 
Te«» clip* rrai fr^y- W ? 
2,858.4a 
16XS0-462. 
-9ZCL Seat covers 
Palet. 
Prglgtrt . . _ *UC 2 2 3S6sL 
Tax 
J 28-30— 
J fi4.no 
J SSL13 
i,63A 83 
TOTAI 
381L68 
7,QW.Bf 
TAX rmant Policy - " 
•jcuwt aoraas to o»v ati law'ui collection costs including, laaal ix-
s«s and a rassonaola attorneys f»«oi<isinrer»st at ma rata oft 5~M
 T / v r « . 
montrt i» tms account is not oaw) m Hill *«tt>«« Xdayso» tnaaaw| I U I A U 
<M* aoov*. Furtr^ tallar -nakas no warranty of marcnantaOMitY of 
Soods or of tnmr titnass (or any particular surooa*. 
mi Policy 
>ann«t to a* raturnad m ruil cartons only and in good saiaaoi* condition 
p r«tums 4H0WW) on soactal ordar items or on tools. 
'"'• rastockino; cnarq* to aooly on ail 'arums eitcapt wMn mmm du* to our error. 
* maianai *o t» returned on gmoatd oaars. 
• ri&m* on discontinue* items* 
7,niq Si. 
^-tz&KMajtr -xr-su n§rv,i?*a5ai^ «S3*^ai»aR 
& * > 
SOUTHAM-WARBURTON ALUMINUM 
4SO Wee* State* 
Pleasant Grovev Utah* 84082 20816 
80t 785-355T 
xicdt fob*, fjihj, iJLtrw 
JUH 
SITE L0<sU>v|.Li Siticp 
C-XSC.^ 
OATE SOLO^T CASH-
?-^?£ * ^ 
CHECH CHARGE MOSfc RETO. PAID OUT 
QTY 
n I K.i\ -& 
DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT 
/gmiYiTi 3-4% 6a»2 -4i ^3 OS 
L 
i _ 
. _ _ _ _ 
# 
V TT 
_ 
TAX 
TOTAL 
Payment Policy 
Recipient agrees to pay alt lawful collection costs including legal ex-1 
pansas and a reasonable attorneys fee plus mtarest at the rata of 1 5% 
Of month if this account is not paid in full within 30 days of tha data) 
shown above. Further seller makes no warranty of merchantability of 
tha goods or of their fitness for any particular purpose. 
Return Policy 
1 Material to be returned in full cartons only and in good saleable condition. 
2. No returns allowed on special order items or on tools. 
X ?5% restocking charge to apply orr all returns, except when rntmn due to m 
A All materia! to be returned-on prepaid basis. 
5. No returns on discontinued Itemsb 
MS cS 
RtcoveoB* 




ADDENDUM J 
INVOICES 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 5 

SAVAG*IScaffarct& Fqtffpmenf CowTiKX ; ^ ^ ^ ^ 
'"- '^~^77S!fojf2n&Saulb~~ - SofttokeGty, Utofc 84T0* - p|0/. X $ * 0 
ofes and Rental 7 ""^ .~ J^ -~ ***** {80X^5*8635 ' "" _ 
jress 
p Via. 
Job. Number 
Customer's Order No* 
This Equipment 
Must Be Returned! Date. 
Vehicle Licensee Number 
J9_ 
Pfease Call To Have Equipment Picked Upi 
R T * 
I6A-
i sa 
168*-
fcr 
r 
ttO* 
cxoa 
174. 
\ 
B 
* * « - * l 
"** 
* 
*-
* 
p
 | 
I P | 
\r 
i 
no 
1 
1 
i 1 
[ D t s c R y n w ~ """" 
[OATE" 
End Frames 6 M * Arched 
[End Frames 5** 
[ E n d F r a m a * * * '
 w ^ ^ ^ -
Loaaer docnony 
Cros^Bioc#9> 10& x*4* 
cCroan Otaca&t 10^ * 2T 
.. Crosse Brace* 7* x 4? 
Cross. Brocss-
QvegtwwgiOiucklik - - * 
£ % —-* ' * " 
_ T l l f jtfffTlijr^ " ^ -*- ^ ^ - ^ 
Cottars^S** 
Caster*8r. 
AfOfU3tuDfa*5cfQwi JacRsr 
Base Plates 
-
GoofoYRoit Posts* - — 
S U C K * R o d * ? ~ — * - ~ 
^ G ^ a r d ^ a ^ * *** * 4 * P ' '! 
Guard-Roil* 10* 
MICRO L A M PLANKS 
Prank 2xK)xl2 
Aluminum* Pfonk /£* 
AlumifHiffi^Pkink y t^af lpp^ht in 
• r • ' ssss 
R£CSVED~ 
1
 "* 
r 
^ 7 
r 
f 
P?^ 
-
irf 
F£= 
: ^ r - ^ 
^ 1 
-
•»— -
1 « — 
L ^ 1 / 
* - i 
RETURNED 
*-
t 
*-
r 
t -
L 
^ TS "— 
9> — 
^ ~ 
: 
c 
»• 
[' 
)t 
;V 
* 
* • -
*. 
L. 
T C » « - « — 
J ' 
-
r - -
„ -
* K 
_ 
\ 
i " 1 
* 
*• 1 
| 
i 
r» I 
-
> j 
f - j 
IV - 1 
9^ ~ j 
fc 
Sv * " 
* 
B 3 
S J ^ % T K " 
r THE WORKING PtATFORM HEIGHT OF A ROLLING 
SCAFFOLD must not exceed four times the smallest baser 
dcmensiorr unless guyed or otherwise stabilized. 
IMPORTANT 
I Gbtinf equipment received^ Customer Ilabfe- for equ ip-
1
 menf not returned- i^^~+s T 
GUARD RAIt SECTION DECLINED" _ ^ * ^ / # ^ 
/ INITIAL. 
1 - SEE REVERSE SIDE WHICH^ PROVtOES THAT 
L • - LESSEE HAS INSPECTED "LEASED^ EQUIPWENT^ A N a W f L L 
I CONTINUE TO INSPECTrnPJtfWSRAPR 3V 
Sr 
! WARRA»TTESAEeDlSCLAtMEI*r 
\ r - (SEE PARAGRAPHS 
V 
^ 
r-
fJtgrfESSttV^TIE* _ 
$ +*JZ „ a ^ .^ -^* i „ ^^^^^^. . . 
f* • i i 1 
^ * / L E S S E E WUXL^ENfoAltfEWOEM 
J. ^ LESSEE. IS. RESPONSIBLE F0I¥ STRICT COMPtlANCE WTVK -
f SAFEIY REGULATIONS BY ALL PCTSQN& (PARAGRAPH 16^ 
! • LESSEE HAS RECEIVED; OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS. IS ' 
T FAMtUAfK WITH EQuiPMENPS SAFE USE. ANO WILL MAKE 
T SAFETT RULES AND REGULATIONS AVAILABLE A T JOS L0CA-
[E—TIOWF(PARAGRAPH-1o>-
t t — — I I .I II 
t ANBOTHERIMPORTAMFPROVISiONS — READ IT* 
I HAVE READ THE TERMS.ON THIS AND THE REVERSE SIDE AND 
AGREE T O ABIDE BY THE SAME ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF 
RECEIPT BELOW BY LESSEES EMPLOYEE, AGENT, TEAMSTER 
OR OTHER AUTHORIZED PERSON SHALL CONCLUSIVELY CON-
STITUTE LESSEES AGREEMENT TO THIS LEASE (SEE 
PARAGRAPH 20). / ^ f ^ S - y , / ,f 
RECEIPT OF ABOVE EQUIPMENT IS HEREBY* ACKNOWtEDGED 
j ^T^ s, s v y / 
, Count Ai :cepted By^ " > > ^ ' /' /t*'>Zu.-6#^ 
SIGNATURE OF UCSSEE OH AUTHORIZED AGEN" 
AEEI "~TO»efcedrBy_ c vL 
I T A U T t 
•les and Rental 
725Wwf2hdFSbutt* SbtttafceCny,Utahr84.TO* '" 
Phone (801)359-8635 
Pfc-220& 
Dote. A ? -J.&- 8fe 
ires&_ ^ i c Job Numfc 
L-X < f Customer's. Order No_ 
This Equipment 
Must Be Returned: Date. 
Vehicle License Number 
J 9 . 
n* | oesownoN 
6A 
5B 
38 
6 a 
104 
1 0 * 
74-
-
~ 
P 
7 
5. 
30 , 
{DATE 
[End Frames 6'4" Arched 
J End Frames w 
IEnd Frames6'4" A. - 0 * 
• * 
I end Frames 
ladder Sections 
Ocas Braces 10/ x 4' 
Cross Braces' 10/ x 2* 
Cross Braces T % X 
Cross Braces 
Overhang. Brackets 
Toggle Pin*. 
' Coupling* PI ns> ^^ «.* 
Castefs* 5**"* ~ 
- Casters-8- — —- — 
Adfus»abte> Screw Jocks-
Base Plate* 
Guard Rait Posts 
Guard Raits T 
Guard Rails-5' 
Guard Satk )& , 
MICRO LAM PLANKS | 
Ptank 2x10x12 
Aluminum Plank hfs 
Aluminum Plank 
Ptaoco- f*alr TVi Mava- Prw n n m a n t PiH«»fr 1 In l 
|RECSVED 
I ! 
I" 
\ 
| b 
f^~ 
* 
- — -
-
3EH 
f RETURNED 
| t 
-
f 
K 
EL 
p 
L 
r 
1 -
e - -
, 
J-
• 
P *-r- 1 
«- 1 
* 
L 
K-
p 
^ 
^ 
!T 
. 
i 
;«r i 
»-orf ~T | 
"
!
~~ 
>» 1 
F 
1
 ,1 = » 
-
• -
NOTE 
1 THE WORKING PtATFORffe HEIGHT OF A fi 
p SCAf FQCIX must not exceed four t imes the small 
dimension unless guyed or otherwise stabilized. 
tlADOOTTAfcrr 
^ Count equipment received! CustomeeHiable fo 
KOUING 
est base 
c_eauir> 
[ mer fno tFre tumed ^ $ T \ ' 
GUAR&ITAltSECnOKDEaJNH^ - X f\ 1 J \ 
| f * • ^ * 7 «*- lN»T»A4 
r" SEE REVERSE SIDE WHICH PROVIDE5THAT 
V _ _ __ ^ ^ _ 
| • • LESSEE HAS INSPECTED "LEASED? EQUIPMENT: AND* WILL 
£ ~ CONTINUE TO INSPECT IT /PARAGRAPH-T£_ K 
• «y 
£-«•> ~ fcWARElAfflTIESAREDISeDUMEO 
*, ^ _ p - . (SEE PARAGRAPHS* 7 
l
' • * LESffiE WtttiREPORT AU_ACCIOENXS(PARAGRAPH:^ 
v _ 
r* • — • , ,— 1 , 1 . 
j ^ ^ l E S S f f i t t t t L O E F B i & r A M & l N f ^ ^ | 
i~ .., — ~* 
r-^-LESSES-IS BESPONSfflt^FeB^TRte^^ -
r r : iSAFEtr REGULATIONS; B^ALCPERSON&(EWWGRA^ -
£~ —^
 a _ ^ — £ -
I6T 
^*^t£SSES^HASr-RECEIV€D^ OPERATING^ INSTRUCT!ONST IS" ~ j 
T ^AMiUAR WITH EQUIPMEHTS SAFE USE; ANO WILL MAKE 
: | SAFETY RUt^S AND RBSUl^TK5r<3'AWIIJUJtE AT JC^LOC^-
r
 p TlO»» (PARAGRAPH 16> J 
t HAVE REAOTHETERMS 0N:THIS ANOTTHE REVERSESIDE AND 
AGREE TO ABIDE BY THE SAME ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF 
RECEIPT BELOW BY LESSEES EMPLOYEE, AGENT TEAMSTER 
OR OTHER AUTHORIZED >S3S0r^S>Wrt» CONCLUSIVELY CON-
STITUTE LESSEES AGREEMENT T O THIS LEASE (SEE 
PARAGRAPH 20). ^ ^ ^
 A % A " A 
A , 
RECEIPT OF ABOVE EQUIPMENT j $ HEREBY ACKNOWl 
—
 ; ^ _ ^ - -
^DGED 
Counr Accepted By is ; J L L A , r_Z^ A w ^ ^ E \ \ *">^ 
SIGNATURE OF LESSEE OR- AUTHORIZED^ AGENT 
ALL EQUIPMENT USED AT YOUR OWMRtSK Checked & 
IFEQOlPMOiTDO&HOT WORIT PfX)P«WrNOTlfY OFFICE AT ONCE 
SUMaaQ&H6RB0NDEf«AMC^Ixr>Atf 
»-(.: *,»-«' ^^s^mi^mmm^^^-^^:.,.^ 
ADDENDUM K 
INVOICE 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 6 
^ REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY 
.VI. 
= j 
REMIT 
TO 
PAYMENT 
NFT 0 
rERMS 
2 A /S 
-POM OATE OF 'NVOICE 1 
Se'vce :~arges 
at *"e ~aximum 
u^catu "/cices 
:ates "areor 
.viii re aaced 
aw'ui *aie z 
•rcr* **e 2ue 
' H._T L 'if Z " 1" ~ '' "JT 3-1111 
SHIP TO: 
. iRCHITZITUF. lL J c ECI ^L " I ^ J INC 
D?A ^FC'- - "ECT ' JR- iL J , i 
3 5 - : *•:••:• E i ; u i r E 302 
:A..^ I -^E -:ITY UT 34n i 
* 4 f ^ i : i = : : - - ; a o . = = 
• IP »/IAU '* - L 'TAL- B/L NO: 
CUST ORDER N O : - ' 0 0 G 4 
" o 9 - l 2 - 7 3 < ? 7 9 
OATE 
3 6 - 1 2 - 0 5 
RMCu£?3 i33 j 
SHIPPING DATE: 3 o - i 2 - 0 5 
DESCRIPTION U/M ORDER PRICE AMOUNT 
L2091 NCK 
.•^ NCZD SOFFIT-CREME LFT iS4 334 .000 0 .510 1 9 5 . 3 4 
UTAH 
SALT LAKE 
TOTAL MATERIAL 
SALES TAX : 4 3 
SALES TAX 035 
1 9 5 . 3 4 
1 0 . 7 7 
0 . 4 O 
» w •>> 
\ 
u /; /»/" 
vrtC 
P R I C E J TO * P = " T E7 COMPETITION 
INVOICE AfiOUNT 2 0 7 . 1 0 
OTJCE OF NTENTiCN 'O r iLE MATERIAL UEN fou are nereoy notified 
at tne seller ntenos to fits a material iten for me aoove material for the 
*e on your ouiiding, unless (he aoove invoice is pax) as agreed. 
PAGE Oi 
FULFILMENT OF YOUR OROER ANO THIS OEUVERY ARE MAOE ONLY 
UNOER THE TERMS ANO CONDITIONS ON FACE ANO REVERSE HEREOF 
This matenai cannot De> returned without our written permission. Returned 
material suOiect to handling cnarqs 
ADDENDUM L 
INVOICES 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 7 
o AFFILIATED METALS IMC. 
PO BOX 16529/2895SOUTH300WEST/SALT LM<E CITY.UTAH84115/(801)487-1711 
aacuMem as\re 
8 1 5 - 8 6 4056? 
CUSTOMER ORDER N U M H f H 
BILL CARD f ffftth. 
CUSTOMER NO. SALISMAN SHIPPED V IA 
11 c 11 ( l i t l i AM MtT JO DAYS 
NET DUE DATE. IF PAID BY 
VOUMAVOIDUCT A»l 
'IH!i 
i 
s 
9 
Z 
N»j); 
UB: 83
 "MKf l^ 
1
 iWt) 
H M C H n m i l F A l SI f CI ALT I t 
'.'.<> , U f 40(. r . * 10? 
H • .M T I AM" i:i I Y? 1)1 AH 84 M 1 
ARCHITECTURAL SPEClALf lE ' l fw f f l l 
350 50, 400 E, #302 A-MJV 
SALT LAKE CITYi UTAH',;' '84-1M »,'.'* 
ITEM NO. ORDERED SHIPPED PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
: - ' ' * 
PRICE PER NET AMOUNT 
I •». .\>o 1 4 8 7 14 89 
llit 
O 
C4 
O 
<C 
• I X 8 X JO S H U T ILAU 
?. ROLLS 8 ' X 2 0 ' 2 ROLLS 8 ' X 2 5 ' 
LUTJJ4 -H lMrPHFe-M^KC^ R t M O ^ M " UX0£ 
kJOlTNAMES * \ 
WASHINGTON COUNTY STAKE CENTER 
S I . GEORGEt UTAH 
' / , ' 
niscEivro 
AUG 2 0 1936 
/* ///#• ///fintafr 
*'//*/**<rift/r y/ffft ijtf/fjftirjj 
Claims as to price, shortage or otherwise mu§t be reported within 10 days of receipt of material. 
Material may not be returned without prior approval and Is subject to handling chrftgdb. Cut material," 
when furnished correctly, cannot be returned for crecjit Delivery and acceptance of the Items 
described on this invoice represents an agreement by purchaser that the obligation represented by 
this invoice is due and payable and will be paid at the offica of the company shown above within 30 
days from date due In the event payment is not so made, purchaser agrees to pay interest at the rate of. 
1 Ya'/o per month (18% per annum) on the unpaid balance hereof until pai<? together with all cost and 
120 WEST 21 ST STREET 
0G0EN, UTAH 84401 
PHONE (801) 382-7523 
PK SUPPLY CO. 
3359 SOUTH 500 WEST 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84115 
PHONE (801) 262-5596 
1649 NORTH 550 WEST 
PROVO, UTAH 84601 
PHONE (801) 377-9552 
INVOICE NO. IP 
0 0 7790 
DATE 
0 9 / 1 2 / 3 G 
I To ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES 
FOR PRECISION ShisET .i£TAL 
330 SOUTH 400 EAST *3Q2 
3ALT LAKE CITY UT 8 4 1 1 1 
Ship To 
ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES 
FOR PRECISION SHEET rtETAL 
250 SOUTH 400 EAST #302 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 34111 
CUST. NO. CUSTOMER P.O. TERMS SHIP VfA OROERNO. ORDER DA" 
600334 00020 MlLl* Cfi^ 007*71 P?^13<^ 
EM NUMBER DESCRIPTION PWCEl QUANTTTY P€R 1 OROEREO 
QUANTTTY T 
SHIPPED I SELLING PRICE 
SALES 
AMOUNT 
IKO 30* FELT 2 SQ RL 9.200 
3"^ 
^O^I^s^CM wUd.6 ev^Qs^ 
c 
< & • 
•sfr 
IT FOR FEES AND COSTS AND RECEIPT OP GOOOS _ ^ ^ _ ^ 
of dafautt at paymam of thai invo«a> and Wa account la rafafrod to anattotn^forco*lactk)a8uyaf hafaw«hagra^topayaicoi^ 
* attomay fa«» irnajfrao by scalar. Ma«cnanala# rotuma tuoiart 
ng racatot for thla mattha* la hta agam and authortzad to ao won. Moicftaiid»aa.onmiataJoiaauc^tothopn*rtalomo*thoU^ 
tutaa. 
*attttote«d*Jdandp«vaD>«ontn»iOtnotth#ffKHrthfott^ 
IT ACCOUNTS WILL CARRY A 1W*> SERVICE CHARGE FOR EACH 30 0AY PERIOD OR PART OF 30 0AV PERIOD PASTOUg 
INUM. 
Sub Total 
Sato Tax 
Fr*gW 
53.2< 
.Oi 
.0( 
888 SOUTH: JASON 
r > r - * , w i - f ^ ^ZiZTL r ^ / C ^ T ^ L * 44aSoutn 400 West UftitB 3742 HswtuneSL N.£ 2728 Wast MeOowMi floe* 
D E N V E R , C O L O R A D O 8 0 2 2 3 Sal* lake City. Utan 84101 Atbuousrau*NewMexic»8710B. Phoenix. Anzoned5009 
PHONE (303) 777^3435 % , - - . r ' ^ ^ - • ( 8 " , M M ~ - • - ^ 
•a.-. » - . - • • - » -
4 i ; 
jVRCHITJCT' j^AL •o r 'ECIJLTIE3 
3 5 0 S O U T H 400 E * S T - : .v .•-.,.-::.. 
0QUIPSH PLA.CE - S U l T £ - 3 0 2 - ; v ^ % 
S A M - * ^:;'E C I T V - ' I - r 3-*132"1077 
*AK! 
> • 
YOUR ORDER NO.< 
; - / v •  £ 
4 R 
OUR ORDER NO. 
3 1 S 0 5 * 2% 15 DAYS? NET 1&&; 
w V~&tf% 
\T< 
COL. SALES 
CTQ D - S 7 * 5 RT 11 - ; • - - ; ; , • - -
OQU C'OFNTHG 7 9 5 BRONZE " t l OZ ^ O G 
fc
**ffy»^f^y 
~*«--—. ..?——-
- • ^ ^ — ^ r •— - - * • • - * - 4 " > * w ~ > > . * . - • >?,..>*.**.*. c. Jr. 
'£$pp»> 
'St 
^ | > 
iRaKteff^ a^s&ir^ -^ - obsess 
fei- :..Ts'-»rc»*-»srrii<? .^:-!«a^-.fc-: 
s • - X *:*."*> 
• f " ' 
f j f t^ is^ 3 8^ 
r*,-*c.^.-.#«. - - - .^-t* 
. cx;..i—^-~ 
I ^£^£ 
a. *S 
•t: 3 
w 
01 i31 
mfm, 
EMIT 10. 
1837 SOUTH 7TH WEST 
P. 0 . BOX MO 
, f SALT LAKE CITY* UT 84110 
jft <eOi) 973-0911 
—„ 1 - Ann - ^A?-g?fla 
INVUlCfc NUllfclLK SJtll 
* * * INVOICE *+* DEC 1 1 \m 
SOLD 
TO 
ARCHITECTURAL SPEC IALT IESi INC 
38^9 EAST PARKVIEW DRIVE 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 3' 
A DIVISION OF ALTA INDUSTRIES LTD 
SHIP 
TO 
LOCATIONS 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH (HOME OFFICE) 
BOISE. IDAHO 
HELPER. UTAH 
ARCHI TEC 1 URAL SPECIALTIES! 1NL 
3899 EAST PARKVIEW DRIVE 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 34124 
r-pi ? 7 a - w i , 
^ 
ISIUfcfcaNQ DATE ORDERED 
m/f lA RAY.R ftfifi 
JOBNUMBCR JOB ADDRESS 
T A X
 I OTOE* I OATEPROMISEO I PROUSEDBY ASSIGNED TO 
PAGE 
i l i" 1 08.' KL 4 (MfiftF t'flN cAiir:) 
D E S C R I P T I O N WEIGHT PRICE UNIT EXIiMXOMWl 
W " K i WH'S'HP f^HTEP fROHN 
J U L B J U ^ A * & ^ilLfll^.HL.U^u,!; AakyMi iodb^* . 
I itt'iUfofc hf4»A'>fci1flM,i*<t^lin^fcUr1ii&>><iMi j « . l ^ i ti i t n**~>**» >-. v 
.500 44.70 
i .. 
U M ' A A M , ! -,*,*
 ll,\^ ttVia'li.'; 
•***..& 4 * . - * ~ » U ^ 
• ! . • * • . « .4 
.* .1 
, i . • d ^ m b w i 
PATE SHIPPED: 
ilti^iiM^litiirttiHI 
TOTAL WEIGHT 
U lit. mi%i,d'Mt*H..iLwm^ 
-DEj 12 1986 
TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT OF INVOICE. PAYMENT AS STATED ABOVE SERVICE CHARGE OF !'/>% PER MONTH Mfl% 
AMOUNT 
SMr*4+*v$&**mcrT
 T V — -*-<aw5 v c « r " V 
•* "»"*«*|y»- «i*P«C"»V* 
H«HtW«»»»T»i»» #« • *» . • • •«•»*. 
invunx 
"!» 
3,. -*i - - » # — • - « . 
Bill TO* 
vB^rK«*«3B|^^jsL^H»s»'sa5^^i^Tis«^SfT. A - I ^ ^ S ^ ^ £ £&Cr364$~>&2~' 
SHIP TO. 
' ^ ^ 1 J F 0 3 / 2 h / 8 7 
ARChltECFUHAu SPECIALTIES INC 
350 SOUTn 4 0 a EAST 
OQUlKRH PLACE„•SUITE 302 
SALT LAKE CITY UT B4152 
ARCHITECTURAL S t ' t C l A L T l t S I.«c 
330 SflUTh 40tJ EAST 
QQUIRRH PLACE, SUITE 3U2 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 8 4 t 5 2 
TERMS. NET30.0AVS 
• ILL CALL 
1063643-02 0 1 — r ' W ' M 63/34 W T W / f VALLEY Jk . HIGH \ | ' Q3/25/M7 
S- 82 COS 
MEJ~ HSA38£3_ *. " _ 
f-'trcx -SCEEVE. ANCHOR 3s/ax*-r/a 
J SAtoL 5 0 1 5 
II* EA 
C O O « CXPt~A I«ATfO* f r 
* SALES TAX APPLICABLE 
• FCOCAAk TAA APPUCABUL 
• STATE ft FCDC*AA.rA» APPLICABLE 
• BALANCE BACK OftOERED 
C C O N * I O C * COMPLETE 
o OIPECT SHIPMENT 
r FACTOftV Um. SHIPMENT 
-1WU-MAY DESUGT-A-CASH DISCOUNT 
at -fcft!35 IF PAID BY 04/05/87 
Please Remit To Statement of Account 
ACE REJtTS inc 
»*>» 1 . i . x r ( ' 
1745 South State* Oram, Utah 84058 
(801)225-4816 
)>W,j|l 
D a t e : *# , , 
I ' I O " * * " ^ ! 0 ^ 03, t "V v >% l l n ^ n 
W2 2 5 2£ 
fc-
Pi 
LLT Uk HELP m a UlTu .,L!_ "?L!i .« 
* .* r . . » • . - . 
(4&B ffDatmction 
PAYABLE TO: 
BERRIDGE MFG. CO. 
1720 MAURY/HOUSTON, TEXAS 7702* 
(713) 223-4971 r WORK ORDER NO. Y I N V O I C E NO 
23317 
-A. 33554 
SOLD TO 1 
ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES 207800-7 
350 SOUTH 400 EAST #302 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84111 - | 
ELEPHONE 
[801 ] 35j 
INVOICE DATE j 
4 / 1 6 / 8 7 
ITEM 
1 
2 
-
i | 
| 
1 - 2 0 0 3 
DATE ORDERED [ 
4-6-87 1 
iOROEREDBY 
I RTT.T. PAPFI I 
TO SHIR f SALESMAN 
ASAP JH 
| SHIP TO 
A S li I 
450 SOUTH 100 EAST 
OREM, UTAH 84057 
REP 
BUSSE 
PROOUCT DESCRIPTION 
24 GA PRIME COAT 
FLAT SEAM PANEL TYPE I 10 3 / 8 " COIL 
1 0 ' - 2 " 
9 • - 0 " 
14 .57 SQ 
r * C - J 
? V " 1 
' *? * y* ! 
'-' / » w/- / 
s'J.U//'^ l\ 'AJ/X.\ 
'_'' ' / ' 
t~ . — , — , — • . — - ~ " 
a MAME ANO AOORESS 
3GMT 
LUECT- 2 ^  
USER OF PALLETS 
1 
rE SHIPPED 
f l 0 / 8 7 
B. ROOFING I I 
• we-sao-Aii . 1 1 
1 FREIGHT PREPAIO | 1 
LA AOO • 10% | I 
{NUMBER OF SOXES 
SHIPPING WEIGHT 
2 . 1 5 9 # 
FREIGHT PREPAIO I | ] 
INCLUOED I I 
NUMBER OF BUNOLES 
SHIPPED VIA j 
NW7 I 
ORDER SHIPPED 
COMPLETE Bf 
[PURCHASE OROER. 
1 1369 
QUANTITY 
1
 120 PCS 
107 PCS 
\ 
CREDIT 
1 JH 
1 PRICE 
1 110 .00 
FILE NUMBER 
FREIGHT PREPAIO r - ] ) 
3R0 PARTY BILL | | 
OTHS* 
PRO NUMBER 
036202296 
PRDER SHIPPED ( 11 
PARTIAL 1 1 
•PING INSTRUCTIONS 1 
LPDl rtftrn nc ? iwc - r 
f TERMS 
1 NET 30 DAYS 
1 PER 
SQ 
j TOTAL 
MATERIAL 
I'SALES'TAX-
% 
SETUP-
PALLETS 
FREIGHT 
1 AMOUNT 
$ 1 , 6 0 2 . 7 0 
I 
S I f 6 0 2 . 7 0 
50 .00 j 
8 0 . 0 0 
COLLECT 
ACCOUNT OF: ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES 
350 SOUTH 400. EAST 
OQUIKRUH Pt. #302 
SALT LAKE CTTT 1ST 8*111 
04-/30/S7 
2O7S0OT-54. 
AMOUNT OF 
PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN THIS STU» WITH REMITTANCE REMITTANCE 
STATEMENT 
DATE REFERENCE CHARGES KCYl CREDITS 
04/16/87 
207S007 
033554 
Vf; v
 1 
1*732.70 
—v;0| 
F 
OVER 90 DAYS 
_^HL 
50-90 DAYS 30-60 DAYS C U R * » * * 
•JML iffiflL t»732»r7g 
TOTAL 3 
T . T O - W J 
AR 130-2 (8/85* 
0 1978. 1988 AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING. INC. 
3
 AY 
THIS AMOUNT 
• } 
REMIT TO 
• 
1887 
P. O. 
SALT 
(801) 
SOUTH 7TH 
BOX 
LAKE 
973-
1 - flOO r 
510 
CITY, 
-0911 
WEST 
UT 
./><S?-4?4R 
84110 
•*** IIWUICC. **"* LE t-w 
ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES* 
3899 EAST PARKVIEW DRIVE 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 64124 
A DIVISION OF ALTA INDUSTRIES LTD 
LOCATIONS 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH (HOME OITICE) 
BOISE, IDAHO 
HELPER. UTAH 
INC ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES, 
3899 EAST PARKVIEW DRIVE 
SALT LAKE ClfY UT 84124 
INC 
S0l-?7a-4A7, L 
CUSTOMER RCa NUMBER tmtmotv jOBADOrtESS 
ATTY 
SmPTWQ ttSTFIUOTIONS ORo|fl I OATi rftOMSCO I PnOMBEDBY ASSIGNED TO PAGE 
nDAY HATTY 14 (MARK VAN SAIIN.) J 
D E S C R I P T I O N WEIGHT PRICE UNIT EXIfNMOAMO 
H9X1-1/2 SUR-GRIP PAINTED GROWN 
W9X2 SUR-GRIP QALV.pASTENERS 
^U^^^iW&iidi^i , 
5*500 
12*000 
- .r i • . i 
<«tt.fefl*J 
44.70 
44.93 M 
ft ;•«• >»u 
1
 ttf>» 
DATE SHIPPED: 
T O T J 
^ ^ ^ n i H l l ^ j f r 
AL WEIGHT 
22.3 
44.S 
i . 
17.500 
TERMS: DUE UPON RECEIPT OF INVOICE, PAYMENT A8 8TATED ABOVE, 8ERVICE CHARGE OF 1Vb% PER MONTH 118% , 
ANNUAL RATE) MAY BE APPLIED AFTER THIRTY DAYS; COSTS AND REASONABLE ATTORNEY'S FEES WILL BE ADDED IF NECESSARY L * 
M mL 
AMOUNT 67. : 
TRANSPORTATION 
ADDENDUM M 
PERSONAL CHECK TO ASM FROM WILLIAM C. CARD 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 8 
r *il*JLHlMW ! ! * * • » • * WILLIAM C. CARD ni OR fcLAINE CARD 3fc99 E, PARKVItW DR. 177^191 
SAtW^KE CITY, UT 84124 
(US*, 1$98 
tUiU COTTONWOOD 
\J¥V SECURITY BANK 
) • ! » SOUTH 1)00 CAST SALT LAKECITY. UTAH 8410P 
For. 
U 
'&y*---
!•: i ?t,30 r2& i3«: i i 32011 ^ n- i j q s 
IJUlMWilUI»iPUfcMUWit*lLHJ«WJJl»JL)«i i i^^ U i» i 
|"wiitti«ii» •uliiRi I u ^««ui«iMii*^iAi«»«B<bfl>»«^iit»>iiiriiwL*w^iant^ 
* W1LUAM C. CARD 1B2 / - > 1 2 9 7 
OR ELAINE CARD 
3899 t . PARKVItW DR. 277-S792 
SAlT LAKE CITY, UT »4124 9rMnM 
f>AAA COTTONWOOD \+¥V SECURITY BANK 
3626 SOUTH 2900 CAST SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 04109 
•:i?i,3oa& i5«:u 3?on *w i aq? 
Rocky Moiw»t»»n «•«* Hole • 
mmmmmmmmm 
COTTOMUOOy SEC. BANK 
P.O. '30X W 2 ? H 
2300 EAST 3826 SOUTH 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
801-272-9154 
HATE OF NOTICE 4/05/MB HP!b20-'« 
P M 1 7 
* •» S E C 0 N 0 • • * • » 
N O T I C E O F * 
P A S T D U E * 
L 0 A N * 
PAST DUE 
UILL1A1 C 
5f*l'} EAST 
3LC 
CARD 
PARKVIEW DRIVE 
UT S ** 121 
PAYMENT TYPE 
C-LOAN NUMBER 
PAYMENT DATE 
PRINCIPAL AMT. 
INTEREST AMOUNT 
TOTAL PAST DUE 
11570610106 
3/17/88 
i2.52'.7f 
tPI.70 
•2,612.17 
'fefi^r^JT 
fore/ CXC^ TO' - K mount UL- '- * 
m ~1 ' v i ; A j / ; V "7?f ,* ••* f / L ^ ' J - L . 
2 ^ - 5 it??*- icd'd""' '^Heiffer " " '" 
3 . 5 ? ioc / • tzwi lc\bmbe>cCL , _ _ . „ - . _ .... 
»- 5 14 wet- M+n 
\oocoo-
lCC6.0O.< 
-< . .IG00C0.0 
I 'Odd-JiUaCK Ui\!^ZCi^ff\i&%a MrMt-Qr^r_ 
10 
ii 
12 
13 
CJJOM LU- I 
mica innate 
4_. 
- 5 M 3 . ^ 
Lgai^*^Li|J^£ 
I I ! 
;o 
n 
!2 
12 
!4 
!5 
»6 
7 
r 
14 
15 
16 
»7 - -
 L 
18 
19 
- - - . - - - • - - - - -
| 1 i 
j 
| 
1 
1
 I ! 
i i i 
1 ; i 
! i 
! i . i 
1 j , 
^ 1 
! ! i 
• ! 
I I 
J L 
! I 
. . / . 
^^^jfe^jss*?^*«e^^^->?%^ ^/;t t^tr^^*^ 
r- 'izXieA rfj&?< &$VZ ^^^^^s^M^S% 
lgig!%£ ii^gB5S^^ 
I.". •-• (fr •^5-teaio. fr-^-ft•*-.;• 
£ 2 * ^ - ^-Kl.fclt:L..L-l l. I -k 
FH^ 
fcr*r-T *• 
MM- i *t.;teH 
^ i N r r r 
l I i 
• M -
r v --t y fej I- E 1 fVt^il 
LMLL^R 
• fp 
*— 
ADDENDUM N 
ASMI CHECKS SIGNED BY WILLIAM C. CARD AND WILLIAM LANE CARD 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 15 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, INC. see 
350 SOUTI MOO EAST SUITE 115 363-1580 
SALT LAKE CITY. UT 84111 
SZTl 88/82/ZT t?'Ott ! r£-£££ZZ.t 
v^m\\njyCyy CU CKJ 
f 1 -
• • l * 
t l 
t*M J. J H R E E tllJNDREI) ™ENTY AND 62/iOO-rr-DOLLARS 
T6 
tME 
ORDER 
or 
r 
L 
WILLIAM GRISWOLD 
1 
J 
"•ooaaaon- i : i ^3d2 fe i3» : i i o o i i o 9n«: 
COTTONWOOD SECURITY &ANk 
3820 South 2300 East 
Salt Laka City. Utah 84109 
67-£*t/t£43 
4669646L 
DATE 
12/22/88 
AMOUNT 
1$ 320.62 
.••00000 3 206 2/ 
ftwty \A,r4tk> fetM* t».*» 
ONE HUNDRED AND OO/lOO DOLLARS 
350'9O!VFjfpflAST SUIIE i\6 3rfPlHWW -XOHSVJ 
RAY KASMUSSEN 
fa K\- 'K 
:• < # ?. 7. ^ 
n 
' ' . • . • ! r h / —' 
» « sr 2 o b 
"•00.7 7 5 5M' i : i 2 i , a o z & i a i : i i o o q i 
COTTONWOOD SECURMY 6ANK 
3626 South 2300 F.nst 
Salt Lake Cily. Utah 64109 
97201/1243 
46696 461 
~DAT£ AMOUNT 
11/18/88 1$ 100.00 
rvr+i UTi«4»ii» n*« ih^» 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, INC.
 M 
350 SOUTH 400 EAST SUITE 115 363-1580 
SALT UKE CITY, UT 84111 j J J , ,i ,, 
C I %J \J 
„ A V THREE HUNDRED I IFTEEN AN3 85/100—'-DOLLARS 
WILLIAM GRISWOLD 
J 72555-5.1 
i o 
"1 
COTTONWOOO SECURITY BANK 
3826 South 2300 East 
8altlaka City. Utah 64109 
67-261/1*43 
46696 461 
PATE 
11/21/88 
AMOUNT 
315.85 
315.85 11/22/88 1722 ( J f J 
J 
"•ooeTS&i" i:ia»*3a2&i3iju octavo 0 V ••TJooooTrtas. 
qi,-
t*AY_ 
TO 
THE 
ORDER 
OF 
n n i r n i i cx r I u n / M - £>rifcfcl M f c l A L , I N U . see
 fc.fcJ. „ 
350 SOUTH 400 EAST SUITE 115 * 363*1580- J 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111 +U i i , x L • , *j.• .' * "• 
Aton J4JLUVwkw dJo-^^xx^ o^AJ W> cWJ 
•:vi • 
/•J-.'j 
fv^V i^ X5WVU.S&>f!,V\ ; 
*•• - • ! • . ponoNvvooo SECURITY BANK I» i z t • r
 3 8 2 d 8 o o t h 2 3 0 0 E a 9 l 
8altlik« City, Utah 84109 
9/-261/1243 
46696 461 
AMOUNT 
rvx*f •*»•»**» f t * * »»«• 
NOV 2 9 ?90o 
0 0 / 
v v v « v u i M 1 V l l C ( \ 9 l O U I I C I IO OVC'iVVV 
SALT LAKE CITY. UT 61111 
p ^ TWO HUNDRED AMD 00/100 DOLLARS 
~v 
RAY RASMUSSEN 
r^ oaavci."* »:?. 2',3o 2& 131: u aa«* 
DAT! 
fconawcoD' s cwti'i * oAfm 
txt tnuvi yasa EMI 
•MUiwcnr.uuhiiHOf 
AMOUNT 
11/21/88 I* 200.00 
^r^jtJ?.^^5i?ipn l.^*jr7/^7Ji* ,^i r:c7r?L!?ti ^ 
OATB 
11/21/88 
i 
r,. c;cf!f<o. DBtCftlPTIbN 
NOVEMBER DRAW 
\c*U \^7/'v 
A^C 'H rgn inAL SHEET METAL. INC. 
AMOUUT wscoumon~ 1 DCDUC1IOTI 
w1 \ 
NET AMOUNT 
$ 200.00 
"*"NtjlNTME^VJ 1IMDLC 
I 
SSQ SOUTH 400 EAST 6UITE115 369-1680 
SALT LAKE CITY. UT 84111 
PAY THREE HUNDRED FIFTEEN AND es/loo—DOLLARS 
•6 I" 
• WILLIAM fiRISWOLD 
L 
n"nL12 7 5&«- » U 2 t . 3 0 a & l 3 i : i i OOl lO 
cottornvcoo 5 eamrrr BANK 
•oHUfct-Cny. Utiti 04101 
4*6*461 
~bAT« I AMOUNT 
11/21/88 L 315.85 
r A Y e fa ACTACM TI*S irrJitusur nrr i f r irrti'Tmwi 
DM€ 
11/21/88 11/14/88 
11/15/88 
11/16/88 
11/17/88 
11/18/88 
DESCRIPTION 
AnctnTTCTunAL SHEET I^ETAL, two. 
U of U Parking 
U of U Parking 
U of U Parking 
U of U Parking 
U of U Parking 
FICA: 34.73 
FED: 50.00 
STATEt 21.59 
noor 
8 
8 
8 
8 
"^srnburt 
UNION: 
U H - $ 39.59 
F«ND .74 Tirar 
AMowrr 
$ 462.50 -
account on 
DEDUCUON 
$146.65 -| 
NET AMOUNT 
$315.85 
NON NEGOTIABLE 
ADDENDUM O 
SUBCONTRACT AGREEMENT 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 17 
SUBCONTRACT AGREEMENT 
THIS AGREEMENT made at g a i t L a k e C i t y • U t a h * this 3th d a v o f 
J u l v 19 86 by and between ZWltfC C g n S t T U C t i m Cf rngany 
oi "*]** frf^kft r*"*""*) ? f r a h » Hereinafter referred to as the Contractor, and 
Precision Sheet Metal/ Inc. 
28S5 Zag-c JagroLgrf Drive 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84124 FH: 278-4674 
hereinafter referred to as the Subcontractor. We bind ourselves, our heirs, executors, administrators, successors, and assigns 
jointly and severally firmly by these presents. 
WITNESSETH: That for and in consideration of the covenants herein contained, the Contractor and the Subcontractor 
agree as follows: 
1. SCOPE OF WORK 
That :he work to be performed by the Subcontractor under the terms of this agreement consists ot the following: 
Furnishing of all labor and material, tools, implements, and equipment, scaffolding, permits, fees, e t c , to do all of the 
following: ccnplete a l l general sheet metal work en the area shewn as Phase H obstruction 
including the metal drip flashings, gutter flashings, 22-gauge parapet wall capr 22-gauge 
cant strip flashing, 24-gauge f lat sheets en the bade side of the -store frcnt 'area, 24-gaage 
flashing en the crickets, a l l masonry reglets, ocunterflashing & hardware* Furnish S ™*+»*i i 
a l l required standing seem metal roofing an t ie &&se I & Riase H crnstracticn areas (3 
separate arcned roofs) in acmtiJance with plans & architectural approval. Includes a l l fe l ts 
bituthane and ice eond water shield & all, required bailey metal. Roof guaranty w i l l be requin 
All pre-finished flashings & roofing system will be famished by Berrige s- a l l colors* wi l l b 
as selected by architect. Job schedule S liquidated damages apply. All required overtime wor 
When the Subcontractor does not install ail material furnished under this Subcontract such material as is not installed 
is to be delivered F.O.B .T/^qj +»<a 
Nichols, Nayior Architects-
in strict accordance with the plans and specifications as prepared by 1«333 F O O t M - l l HrJVtg — fiTflf TTtflh S 4 ^ - ^ 
Architect and/or Engineer, for the construction of Ttorr*M11 V f l l a y a * W « H m ft Pgnryfo l 
Salt Late City, Utah 
For J c h a n f f A n r ^any^-ray r MrJ t e rn r io P*T*pgT--?o« Owner, 
for which construction the Contractor has the prime contract with the Owner; together with ail addenda or authorized 
changes issued prior to the date of execution of this agreement. 
The Contractor and the Subcontractor agree to be bound by the terms of the prime contract agreement, construction 
regulations, general conditions, plans and specifications, and any and all other contract documents, if any there be, insofar 
as applicable to this subcontract agreement, and to that portion of the work herein described to be performed by the Subcon-
tractor. 
In the event of any doubt or question arising between the Contractor and the Subcontractor with respect to the plans 
and specifications the decision of the Architect and/or Engineer shall be conclusive and binding. Should there be no super-
vising architect over the work, then the matter in question shall be determined as provided in Section 7 of the agreement. 
** to maintain job schedule will be at subcontractors expense. Delivery of materials to be 
2. PROSECUTION OF WORKf DELAYS, ETC. 
The Subcontractor snail prosecute the work undertaken in a prompt and diligent manner whenever such work, or any 
part of it. becomes available, or at such other time or times as the Contractor may direct, and so as to promote the general 
progress of the entire construction, and shall not, by delay or otherwise, interfere with or hinder the work of the Contractor 
or any other Subcontractor, and in the event that the Subcontractor neglects and/or fails to supply the necessary labor 
and/or materials, :oois, implements, equipment, etc., in the opinion of che Contractor, then the Contractor shall notify the 
Subcontractor in writing setting forth the deficiency and/or delinquency, and five days after date of such written notice, the 
Contractor shall have the right if he so desires to take over the work of the Subcontractor in full, and exclude the Subcon-
tractor from any further participation in che work covered by this agreement; or, at his option che Contractor may take 
over such portion of the Subcontractor's work as the Contractor shall deem to be in the best interest of the Contractor, and 
permit the Subcontractor :o continue with che remaining portions of the work. Whichever method the Contractor might elect 
to pursue, che Subcontractor agrees co release co che Contractor, for his use oniy. without recourse, any materials, tools. 
implements, equipment, etc., on the site, belonging to or in che possession of the Subcontractor, for che benefit of che Con-
tractor, in completing che work covered in chis agreement; and. che Contractor agrees to complete the worK to the best of 
his ability and in *he most economical manner available to him at the time. Any costs incurred by the Contractor in doing 
any such portion of che work covered by this agreement shall be charged against.any monies due or to become due under the 
cerms oi this agreement, and in che event che cotai amount due or to become due uncer the terms of this agreement shall be 
insufficient to cover the costs accrued by the Contractor in completing the work, then the Subcontractor and his sureties, if 
any, shall be bound and liable unto the Contractor for the difference. 
Should che proper workmanlike and accurate performance of any work under this contract depend wholly or partially 
upon the proper workmanlike or accurate performance of any work or materials furnished by the Contractor or other subcon-
tractors on the project, the Subcontractor agrees to use all means necessary to discover any such defects and report same in 
writing to the Contractor before proceeding with his work which is so dependent; and shall allow to the Contractor a reason-
able time in which to remedy such defects; and in the event he does not so report to the Contractor in writing, then it shall 
be assumed that the Subcontractor has fully accepted the work of others as being satisfactory and he shall be fully respon-
sible thereafter for the satisfactory performance of the work covered by this agreement, regardless of the defective work of 
others. 
The Subcontractor shall clean up and remove from the site as directed by the Contractor, ail rubbish and debris re-
sulting from his work. Failure to clean up rubbish and debris shall serve as cause for withholding further payment to Sub-
contractor until such time as this condition is corrected to the satisfaction of the Contractor. Also he shall clean up to the 
satisfaction of the inspectors, all dirt, grease marks, etc., from walls, ceilings, floors, fixtures, etc., deposited or placed thereon 
as a result of the execution of this subcontract. If the Subcontractor refuses or fails to perform this cleaning as directed by 
the Contractor, the Contractor shall have the right and power co proceed with the said cleaning, and the Subcontractor will 
on demand repay to the Contractor the actual cost of said labor pius a reasonable percentage of such* cost to cover super-
vision, insurance, overhead* etc. 
The- Subcontractor agrees to reimburse the Contractor for any and ail liquidated damages chat may be assessed against 
and collected from the Contractor by the Owner, which are attributable to or caused'by the Subcontractor's failure, ta 
furnish the materials and perform, the work required by this Subcontract within the-, time fixed in the manner provided for 
herein, and in addition thereto, agrees to pay to the Contractor such other or additional damages as the Contractor may 
sustain by reason of such* delay by the Subcontractor. The payment of such damages shall" not release the Subcontractor 
from his obligation to otherwise fully perform this Subcontract. 
Whenever it may be useful or necessary to the Contractor to do so, the Contractor shall be permitted to occupy and/or 
use any portion of the work which has been either partially or fully completed by the Subcontractor before final inspection 
and acceptance thereof by the Owner, but such use and/or occupation shall not relieve the Subcontractor of his guarantee of 
said work and materials nor of his obligation to make good at his own expense any defect in materials and workmanship which 
may occur or develop prior to Contractor's release from responsibility to the Owner. Provided, however, the Subcontractor 
shall not be responsible for the maintenance of such portion of the work as may be used and/or occupied by the Contractor, 
nor for any damage thereto that isrdue to or caused by the sole negligence of the Contractor during such period of use. 
Subcontractor shall be responsible for his own work, property and/or materials until completion and final acceptance of 
the Contract by che Owner, and shall bear the risk of any loss or damage until such acceptance and shall pay promptly for 
all materials and labor furnished to the project. In the event of loss or damage, he shall proceed promptly to make repairs, or 
replacement of Che damaged work, property and/or materials at his own expense, as directed by che Contractor. Subcon-
tractor waives all rights Subcontractor might have against Owner and Contractor for loss or damage co Subcontractor's work, 
property or materials. 
it is agreed chat the Subcontractor, at che option of che Contractor, may be considered as disabled from so complying 
whenever a petition in Bankruptcy or for che appointment of a Receiver is filed against him. 
The Subcontractor assumes toward che Contractor ail the obligations and responsibilities chat che Contractor assumes 
toward the Owner. The Subcontractor shall indemnify che Contractor and the Owner against, and save them harmless from, 
any and all loss, damage, expenses, costs, and attorneys' fees incurred or suffered on account of any breach of the provisions 
or covenants of this contract. 
Subcontractor agrees to fully comply with the Occupational Safety & Health Act of 1970 and any and all regulations 
issued pursuant thereto. Subcontractor as a term and condition of this subcontract shall keep and save the contractor harmless 
from any claims or charges of any kind by reason of subcontractor failing to fully comply with the act and regulations and 
3- SURETTBOND ^ appl icable) 
The Subcontractor agrees to furnish to the Contractor, at the Subcontractor's expense, a surety bond guaranteeing 
the faithful performance of this agreement and the- payment- of aiL labor, and material bill* in connection- with, the execution 
of the work covered by this agreement. The bond is to be written by a surety company designated or approved by the Con-
tractor, and in a form entirely satisfactory to the Contractor. 
4. PERMITS, LICENSES, FEES, TAXES, ETC. 
The Subcontractor shall, at his own cost and expense, apply tor and obtain ail necessary permits and licenses and shall 
conform strictly :o the laws and ordinances in force in the locality where the work under the project is being done, insofar 
as applicable to work covered by this agreement. The Subcontractor shall hold harmless the prime Contractor against liability 
by reason of the Suocontractor having failed to pay federal, state, county or municipal taxes. 
5. INSURANCE 
The Subcontractor agrees :o provide and maintain workmen's compensation insurance and :o comply in ail respects 
with the employment and payment of labor, required by any constituted authority having legal jurisdiction over the area in 
wnich the wonc is performed. 
The Subcontractor agrees to carry comprehensive public liability and property damage insurance, and such other 
insurance as the Contractor might deem necessary, in amounts as approved by the Contractor, in order to protect the Con-
tractor and Subcontractor against loss resulting from any acts of the Subcontractor, his agents, and/or employees. Such 
insurance shail not be less than limits and coverages required in the general contract documents. 
The Subcontractor agrees to furnish evidence satisfactory to the Contractor, of such insurance, including copies of the 
policies, when requested to do so by the Contractor. 
All insurance required hereunder shail be maintained in full force and effect in a company or companies satisfactory 
to Contractor, shail be maintained at Subcontractor's expense until performance in full hereof (certificates of such insurance 
being supplied by Subcontractor to Contractor), and such insurance shail be subject to requirement that Contractor must be 
notified by ten (10) days' written notice before cancellation of any such policy. In event of threatened cancellation for non-
payment of premium. Contractor may pay same for Subcontractor and deduct the said payment from amounts then or sub-
sequently owing to Subcontractor hereunder. 
6. CHANGES, ADDITIONS AND DEDUCTIONS 
The Contractor may add to or deduct from the amount of work covered by this agreement, and any changes made in 
the amount of work involved, or any other parts of this agreement, shail be by a written-amendment hereto setting forth in 
detail the changes involved and the value thereof which shail be mutually agreed upon between the Contractor and the Sub-
contractor if such be possible; and if such mutual agreement is not possible, then the value of the work shall be determined as 
provided in Section 7 of this agreement. In either event, however, the Subcontractor agrees to proceed with the work as 
changed when so ordered in writing by the Contractor so as not to delay the progress of the work, and pending any determi-
nation of the value thereof. 
The Subcontractor agrees to make no claim for additional work outside the scope of this contract unless terms hereof 
shall be conclusive with respect of this agreement between the parties hereto. Claims for any extras shail be made within one 
week from date of completion. 
The Subcontractor shail not sublet, transfer or assign this agreement or any funds due or to become due or any part 
thereof without the written consent of the Contractor. 
7. DISPUTES 
In the event of any dispute between the Contractor and Subcontractor covering the scope of the work, the dispute 
shall be settled ;n the manner provided by the contract documents. If none be provided, or if there arises any dispute con-
cerning matters in connection with this agreement, and without the scope of the work, then sucn disputes shail be settled by 
a ruling of a board of arbitration consisting of three members, one selected by the Contractor, one by the Subcontractor and 
the third member shall be selected by the first two members. The Contractor and Subcontractor shall bear the expense of 
their selected members respectively, but the expenses of the third member shail be borne by the party hereto requesting the 
arbitration in writing. 
The Contractor and Subcontractor agree to be bound by the findings of any such boards of arbitration, finally and 
without recourse to any court of law. 
8. PAYMENTS 
The Contractor agrees co pay to the Suocontractor for the satisfactory completion of the herein described worx the 
""" <" ?haao ZZ - 511,900,30,- Haral accusing - 55,250,00 irrInning gala* taac s 
irigtaUafrvrn Thtil 'Tntgactt ;fcp»£ (» 17,150,00 ] 
m monthly payments ot JQ ~ 01 the worx performed in any preceding month, in accordance with estimates 
pre oared by the Suocontractor and as aoprovea bv the Contractor and OWTlCg 
*ucn oavmencs :o oe made as payments are received by the Contractor from the Owner 
covering the mommy estimate* oi the Contractor nciuaing tne aoprovea portion or the Suocontractor 5 montnly estimate. 
In the *vent the Subcontractor vioes ".ot suomu to the Contractor *ucn monthiv estimates ortor to the date of suomis-
iion o: :ne Contactor s .nontaiy «5umu.«. .nen ..»c Contractor ->j;-ii .nci-ae in nu» aiomnr* estimate co cne Owner tor worx 
pertorrneo during -he preceding montn aucn amount as ne snail deem proDer *'or the work 01 the Subcontractor for the pre-
ceding montn and :ne suocontractor agrees :o -cceot sucn approved oortion tnereot is nis regular monthly payment, as 
descnoea above 
The Suocontractor agrees to maxe iooa without cost to the Owner or Contractor any and ail defects due to faulty 
worxmansmo ano/or materials wmch mav aopear within the period so established m the contract documents, and if no sucn 
ptr.zc be st;pu;atea .n the contract documents, then s-cn guarantee shall be :or a period of one year from date of completion 
of the project. The Subcontractor further agrees to execute anv special guarantees as provided by terms of the Contract 
documents, prior to final payment. 
In the event it appears to the Contractor that the labor, material and other bills incurred in the performance of the 
worx are not being currently paid, the Contractor may taxe such steps as it deems necessary to assure absolutely that the 
money paid with any progress payment will be utilized to the full extent necessary to pay labor, material and all other bills 
incurred in the performance of the worx of Subcontractor. The Contractor may deduct from any amounts due or to become 
due to the Subcontractor any sum or sums owing bv the Subcontractor to the Contractor: and in the event of any breach by 
the Subcontractor of any provision or oohgation of this Suocontract, or in the event of the assertion by other parties of any 
claim or hen against the Contractor or Contractor s Surety or the premises arising out of the Subcontractor's performance of 
this Contract, the Contractor snail have 'he rignt. but is not required, to retain out of any payments due or to become due to 
the Suocontractor an amount sufficient to completely protect the Contractor from any and ail loss, damage or expense there-
from, until the situation has been remedied or adjusted by the Subcontractor to the satisfaction of the Contractor. These 
provisions shall be applicable even thougn the suocontractor has posted a full payment and performance bond. 
9. TERMINATION OF CONTRACT 
In the event the prime contract between the Owner and the Contractor should be terminated prior to its completion, 
then the Contractor and Subcontractor 2gree that an equitaoie settlement for worx performed under this agreement pnor to 
sucn termination, wui be made as provided bv cne contract documents, if sucn provision be made; or. if none such exist, next 
by mutual agreement: r>r. failing either ot these meuiods. by aroitration as provided in Section 7. 
10. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
During the performance of this suocontract. the Subcontractor agrees to not discriminate against any emoloyee because 
of race, coior. creed or national origin. As outlined in the Equal Opportunity Clause of the Regulations oi Executive Order 
10925 of March o. 1961 as amended by Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965. The executive orders and the respec-
tive regulations are made a part of this suocontract by reference. 
11. TERMS OF LABOR AGREEMENTS 
It is hereoy understood and agreed that for the work covered by this subcontract, the Subcontractor is bound and 
will comply with the terms and conditions of the tabor agreements to wmcn the general contractor is a party, insofar as said 
labor agree menu lawtuily require subcontractors to oe so bound. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Contractor and Subcontractor signify their understanding and agreement with the terms 
hereof by arfixing their signatures nereunto. 
WITNESS: 
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ADDENDUM P 
SALES ORDER FOR ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 18 
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ADDENDUM Q 
CERTICIATE OF INSURANCE 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 19 
SE2£ SA CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE I ISSUE DATE fMM/OD/YY) 7-14-3 6 
PRODUCED 
Kingdon Agency 
2S70 South 20th East 
S a l t Lake C i ty , Utah 84109 
THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY ANO CONFERS 
NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AMEND. 
EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFOROED BY THE POLICIES BELOW. 
INSURED 
Archi tec tu ra l S p e c i a l t i e s , Inc. 
3333 E. Parkview Drive 
3412^ S a l t Lake Ci ty , Utah 
1 
1 
! 
|COMPANY A 
; LETTER M 
! COMPANY
 B 
1 LETTER B 
i COMPANY — 
; LETTER W 
iCOMPANY a 
• LETTER W 
COMPANIES AFFORDING COVERAGE 
Travelers 
COMPANY ** 
LETTER a 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY ^HAT POUCES OF INSURANCE USTED 8EL0W HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POUCY PERIOD INOICATED. 
MOTWfTHSTANOiNG ANY REQUIREMENT. TERM OR CONOmON OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS CSRTIRCATE MAY 
BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN. THE INSURANCE AFFOROED BY THE POUCES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SU8JECT TO ALL THE TERMS. EXCLUSIONS. ANO CONDI-
TIONS OF SUCH POUCES. 
TYPE OF NSUPANCc POUCY NUMBER ZQUM 5«5C7NE QAFE MM/OO/YY) POUCY EXPIRATION DATE -.MM/OOZYY! 
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OTHER 
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Zvick Construction 
2«*2«* South 3270 ./est 
Salt Lake Citv, Utah 3411S 
CANCELATION 
SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED P O U C E S BE CANCELLED BEFORE THE EX-
P I R A T I O N D A T E T H E R E O F . T H E ISSUING C O M P A N Y W I L L ENOEAVOR TO 
MAIL* « OAYS WRITTEN NOTICE TO THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER NAMED TO THE 
L E F T S U T FAILURE TO MAIL SUCH NOTICE SHALL IMPOSE NO OBLIGATION OR U A 8 I U T Y 
OF ANY KIND UPON THE C O M P A N Y . ITS AGENTS OR REPRESENTATIVES. 
AI iTunai:r*n acoQCQCKiTATtv/c - / 
ADDENDUM R 
AFFIDAVIT OF PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL 
R. 101 EXHIBIT 11 
RAY M. HARDING, JR., Bar No. 1363 
HARDING & ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
306 West Main Street 
P.O. Box 126 
American Fork, UT 84003 
Telephone: (801) 756-7658 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
SOUTHAM & WARBURTON, 
ALUMINUM COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL 
INC., a Utah Corporation, 
Ray Rasmussen, William Lane 
Card, and William C. Card, 
Defendants. 
AFFIDAVIT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
COUNSEL 
Civil No. CV-89-102 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF UTAH ) 
RAY M. HARDING, JR., being first duly sworn upon his 
oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I am the attorney for the Plaintiffs in the 
above-entitled matter. 
2. That I have performed work in connection with the 
preparation and presentation of this case, having a reasonable 
value of Two Thousand Five Hundred and Thirty-One Dollars and 
1 Twenty-Five Cents (2,531.25). 
2 3. That I have spent approximately 20.25 hours in the 
3 preparation and presentation of this case; and that my billing 
4 agreement is ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS ($125.00) per 
5 hour. 
6 4. That the time spent on this case was for the 
7 following work on which the following amount of time was 
8 expended: 
9 Work Performed Time Amount Billed 
10 Preparation of Demand 
letter to Defendant .25 $ 31.25 
11 
Consultations with 
12 client regarding case 1.00 125.00 
13 Factual investigation 
of claim and applicable 
14 legal research 1.00 125.00 
15 Preparation of Summons 
and Complaint 1.75 218.75 
16 
Preparation of 
17 Interrogatories and Request 
for Production of Documents 1.50 187.50 
18 
Review Answers to 
19 Interrogatories and Documents 
produced by Defendant 5.50 687.50 
20 
Further investigation 
21 regarding additional 
defendants and applicable 
22 legal research 1.50 187.50 
23 Preparation of Amended 
Complaint 1.75 218.75 
24 
Legal Research Re: Piercing 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Corporate Veil 2.50 312.50 
Preparation of Motion for 
Summary Judgment, Memorandum 
of Points and Authorities in 
Support of Judgment, Affidavit 
of Leslie R. Southam and 
Affidavit of Plaintiff's 
Counsel 3.50 437.50 
TOTAL FEE 2,531.25 
5. That Plaintiff is, therefore, entitled to have 
Judgment for attorney's fees incurred in connection with this 
case in the total sum of Two Thousand Five Hundred Thirty-One 
Dollars and Twenty-Five Cents (2,531.25). 
DATED this 22/ 
day of January, 1992. 
)ING & ASSOCIATES, P.C. 
January] 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN t o b e f o r e me t h i s 23 day o f 
My Cornm' 
7 
ssssssess 
NOTARf PUBUC 
RAYLENE A. WATSON 
306 West Main 
American foncltaft 84003 
My Commission txcras. 8-1-91 
Sicilian 
:o*n E x p i r e s : -'" 
NOTARY PUBLIC , 
Residing i n : ll~H-li CX'ttu 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and accurate copy 
of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL, by first-class 
mail, postage prepaid, this Jc?^ day of January, 1992, to the 
following: 
Steven Chambers 
350 South 400 East 
Suite 114 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
ADDENDUM S 
AFFIADVIT OF WILLIAM C. CARD, R. 142-140 
filed March 13, 1992 
R. Steven Chambers (0613) 
Attorney for defendants Card, 
and Architectural Specialtiesi 
350 South 400 East 
Suite 114 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone (801) 322-3411 
Inc. 
R L E D 3 - ' 3 - ? 
Fourth Judicial District Court 
o?Utah County. State oWah 
CA«WABSfpi,CterK 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH DISTRICT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SOUTHAM AND WARBURTON ALUMINUM 
COMPANY, a Utah corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, INC., 
a Utah corporation, ARCHITECTURAL 
SPECIALTIES, INC., a Utah cor-
poration, WILLIAM C. CARD, 
WILLIAM LANE CARD, and 
and ROY RASMUSSEN, 
Defendants 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
WILLIAM C. CARD 
Civil No. CV 89 102 
STATE OF UTAH 
County of Salt Lake 
William C. Card, being first duly sworn upon his oath, 
deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the defendants in this case and have 
personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein. If called to 
testify, I would testify as set forth in this Affidavit. 
2. Architectural Specialties, Inc., is a Utah corporation 
whose shareholders are myself and my son William Lane Card. The 
two of us manage its business. At no time has Ray Rasmussen been 
involved in the management of Architectural Specialties, Inc. It 
was formed to provide specialty work in connection with building 
construction, such as doors, windows, and the like. 
3. Architectural Sheet Metal was a corporation formed by 
Ray Rasmussen to carry on sheet metal work such as heating and 
air conditioning duct work and the like. The line of work of 
Architectural Sheet Metal was completely different from that of 
Architectural Specialties. 
4. The shareholders of Architectural Sheet Metal were 
Architectural Specialties, William Griswold and Ray Rasmussen. 
At no time have I been a shareholder of Architectural Sheet 
Metal. 
5. Although I was listed as an officer of Architectural 
Sheet Metal, I took no part in the running of its business. Ray 
Rasmussen had control over the operation of that business and did 
not consult with me regarding its operation. I received no 
compensation for acting as an officer of Architectural Sheet 
Metal. 
6. Architectural Specialties did not make use of 
Architectural Sheet Metal's funds or assets. 
7. Architectural Specialties filed its own tax return and 
did not include any income derived by Architectural Sheet Metal. 
8. Although Architectural Specialties and Architectural 
Sheet Metal were operated out of the same office, they did not 
share employees or bank accounts. 
9. Neither Ray Rasmussen nor anyone from Architectural 
Sheet Metal was authorized to sign any documents for 
Architectural Specialties. 
10. I have reviewed the invoices submitted by the plaintiff 
in connection with its motion for summary judgment. The persons 
who signed those invoices were not an officer or director of 
Architectural Specialties, were not authorized to bind 
Architectural Specialties, nor were those persons an agent of 
myself nor similarly authorized to bind me. I believe that these 
persons signed the invoices simply because they happened to be 
present when the materials were delivered. I had no knowledge of 
these invoices prior to my review for this Affidavit. 
11. To the best of my knowledge there has never been a 
written agreement between Architectural Specialties or myself on 
the one hand and the plaintiff on the other hand regarding goods 
purchased from plaintiff. 
Further the affiant sayeth naught. 
Dated March 11, 1992. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on March 11, 1992. 
I /&%£&K «. Notary Public " " T /-> / T 1 
1 R 4 S S B W J*> South 400 East #114 l Wjl}J A' {IAAT^Z&IAAJL^ / 
I \j*s***5^ ^rStaZS^lS^ ' Notary P u b l i c 7 (^J 
I V ^ / st^ofltofc I Residing a t : 
Commission expires: 
ADDENDUM T 
AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM CARD, R. 65-64 
filed July 14, 1989 
R. Steven Chambers (0613) 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
350 South 400 East 
Suite 114 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone (801) 322-3411 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SOUTHAM & WARBURTON ALUMINUM 
COMPANY, a Utah corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM CARD 
vs. : 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, INC., 
a Utah corporation, : 
RAY RASMUSSEN, WILLIAM LANE CARD, 
and WILLIAM C. CARD, Civil No. CV 89 102 
Defendants. : 
STATE OF UTAH 
County of Salt Lake 
William Card, being first duly sworn upon his oath, deposes 
and says: 
1. I am one of the defendants herein, and a former officer 
of Architectural Sheet Metal, Inc., one of the other defendants 
herein, and have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in 
this affidavit. I am competent to testify, and would testify as 
set forth herein if called to do so. 
2. The information requested by the plaintiff in its 
requests for production of documents numbers 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
10, and 12 are in the possession of Ray Rasmussen, one of the 
P^ 
other defendants herein. Mr. Rasmussen and I had a falling out 
regarding Architectural Sheet Metal. I have attempted to contact 
him to try to obtain the books and records, but have been unable 
to do so since he left Architectural Sheet Metal. 
3. Mr. Rasumssen has managed the Architectural Sheet Metal 
since our disagreement. I caused an answer to be filed on its 
behalf when I was unable to determine from Mr. Rasmussen whether 
he intended to defend the corporation. 
Further, the affiant sayeth naught. 
Dated July 13, 1989. 
William Card 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on ^//£{ ~) 43 
v 
V^^/u2^^J 
1989. 
Notary Public -
Residing a t ^ ^ ^ f ^ k z i 2^4z^L 
ADDENDUM U 
AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM L. GRISWOLD, R. 156-152 
filed June 3, 1992 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
ugh, 
tvint 
ith State St 
4 n i •"):'" 
I,.., : 
VIU.I 
•"^f 'GOijRT 
"- '-7AH 
' ^ . : ; 9 2 
W. ANDREW MCCULLOUGH (2170) 
MCCULLOUGH, JONES, & IVINS 
Attorneys for Defendants Rasmussen and Griswold 
930 South State Street, Suite 10 
Orem, Utah 84058 
Telephone: (801) 224-2119 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
oooOooo 
SOUTHAM & WARBURTON, ALUMINUM 
COMPANY, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL INC. , 
a Utah Corporation, RAY 
RASMUSSEN, WILLIAM LANE CARD, 
and WILLIAM C. CARD, WILLIAM 
L. GRISWOLD, and ARCHITECTURAL 
SPECIALTIES, INC., 
Defendants. 
AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM 
L. GRISWOLD 
Civil No. CV-89-102 
oooOooo 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) SS. 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
WILLIAM L. GRISWOLD, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. That he is a Defendant herein. 
2. That he is a member of Sheet Metal Workers Union Local 
312. 
3. That, in July, 1986, he was hired by William Card as a 
sheet metal worker at Architectural Sheet Metal, Inc. 
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4. That he worked under a union-approved agreement with the 
company at an hourly wage of $16.15 per hour, and had no ownership 
interest or management responsibility in the corporation. 
5. That he did function as a supervisor for apprentice sheet 
metal workers in the field, but had no responsibilities in the 
office. 
6. That he may have occasionally signed an invoice to accept 
delivery of materials to Architectural Sheet Metal, but did so only 
because he was the only person available to do it; and such 
acceptance did not indicate authority for the company to make 
orders or to bind them to any agreements. 
7. That he never indicated either orally or in writing that 
he intended to bind himself personally to any agreement made by the 
corporation for which he worked. 
8. That the union contract under which he worked did not 
allow him to use his own car, or provide certain other services 
that the corporation wished him to perform. 
9. That, at the suggestion of William C. Card, he was 
transferred 245 shares of stock in the corporation in February, 
1988, thus giving him an ownership interest in the company, and 
relaxing the union restrictions on his conduct. That he had 
absolutely no ownership interest in the corporation at any time 
prior to 1988. 
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10• That he did not function in management whatsoever after 
he was conveyed a minority stockholders interest, did not serve as 
an officer or director, and did not exercise any of the functions 
thereof. 
11. That, to the best of his knowledge, Architectural Sheet 
Metal, Inc., functioned as a corporation, with officers, a board of 
directors, and appropriate reports and paperwork. 
12. That, less than one year after he was transferred stock 
ownership, the company ceased to do business, and therefore held no 
additional annual meetings of stockholders in which he was invited 
to participate. 
13. That the payments made to him by our Architectural Sheet 
Metal was for payroll, and occasional reimbursement for expenses, 
and that he was treated as an employee of the corporation for all 
purposes, including tax purposes. 
14. That he did not personally order any of the materials 
allegedly delivered by Southam & Warburton. 
DATED this %$ ^ day of [AA&U , 1992. 
William L. Griswold, Defendant 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ?rtf* day of 
^na^ ., 1992 . 
Notary Public 
My commission exp ires : LJJliPM^ 
Residing a t : 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the / day of *L , 1992, 
I did mail a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing 
Affidavit of William L. Griswold, postage prepaid to Ray M. 
Harding, Jr., Attorney for Plaintiff, P.O. Box 126, American Fork, 
Utah 84003 and R. Steven Chambers, Attorney for Defendants Card and 
Architectural Specialties, 350 South 400 East, Suite 114, Salt Lake 
City, Utah 84111. 
i^Mfo*, Pl/of^s 
uflh, Jones, 
ADDENDUM V 
AFFIDAVIT OF WILLIAM LANE CARD, R. 145-143 
filed March 13, 1992 
R. Steven Chambers (0613) 
Attorney for defendants Card, 
and Architectural Specialties, Inc. 
350 South 4 00 East 
Suite 114 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone (801) 322-3411 
FILED 3 - ( 3 -CJ ^ 
Fourth Judicial District Court 
of Utah Counts Stat* of Utah 
CARMA & SMITH, Clerk 
j/lr\ .„ Oaputy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH DISTRICT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SOUTHAM AND WARBURTON ALUMINUM 
COMPANY, a Utah corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL, INC, , 
a Utah corporation, ARCHITECTURAL 
SPECIALTIES, INC., a Utah cor-
poration, WILLIAM C. CARD, 
WILLIAM LANE CARD, and 
and ROY RASMUSSEN, 
Defendants 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
WILLIAM LANE CARD 
Civil No. CV 89 102 
STATE OF UTAH 
County of Salt Lake 
William Lane Card, being first duly sworn upon his oath, 
deposes and says: 
1. I am one of the defendants in this case and have 
personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein. If called to 
testify, I would testify as set forth in this Affidavit. 
2. I am not and have never been a shareholder of 
Architectural Sheet Metal. 
3. Although I was listed as an officer of Architectural 
Sheet Metal, I took no part in the running of its business. Ray 
Rasmussen had control over the operation of that business and did 
not consult with me regarding its operation. I received no 
compensation for acting as an officer of Architectural Sheet 
Metal. 
4. I have reviewed the invoices submitted by the plaintiff 
in connection with its motion for summary judgment. The person 
who signed those invoices was not an officer or director of 
Architectural Specialties, was not authorized to bind 
Architectural Specialties, nor was that person an agent of 
myself nor similarly authorized to bind me. I believe that this 
person signed these invoices simply because he happened to be 
present when the materials were delivered. I had no knowledge of 
these invoices prior to my review for this Affidavit. 
5. To the best of my knowledge there has never been a 
written agreement between Architectural Specialties or myself on 
the one hand and the plaintiff on the other hand regarding goods 
purchased from plaintiff. 
6. I have read the Affidavit of William C. Card, submitted 
herewith, and agree with all the statements therein. All those 
statements are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, 
information and belief. 
Further the affiant sayeth naught. 
Dated March 11, 1992. . ^ 
William Lane Card 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on March 11, 1992. 
^U6 <&^<*-. 
Commission expires: 
Notary Public 
Residing at: 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I served this ADDENDA OF APPELLANTS 
CARD AND ARCHITECTURAL SPECIALTIES, INC. by mailing two copies 
by first class mail, postage prepaid on the \&)^~ day of 
March, 1994 to: 
W. Andrew McCullough 
MCCULLOUGH, JONES & IVINS 
Attorneys for Defendants/Appellants 
Rasmussen and Griswold 
930 South State #10 
Orem, UT 84058 
Clark R. Nielsen 
Stephen L. Henriod 
Henriod, Henriod & Nielsen 
Attorneys for Defendants/Appellants 
William C. Card and Wm. Lane Card and 
Architectural Specialties, Inc. 
185 South State, Suite 500 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1538 
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